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ABSTRACT
ENABLING VIRTUALIZATION TECHNOLOGIES FOR ENHANCED CLOUD
COMPUTING
by
Kashifuddin Qazi
Cloud Computing is a ubiquitous technology that offers various services for individual
users, small businesses, as well as large scale organizations. Data-center owners maintain
clusters of thousands of machines and lease out resources like CPU, memory, network
bandwidth, and storage to clients. For organizations, cloud computing provides the means
to offload server infrastructure and obtain resources on demand, which reduces setup costs
as well as maintenance overheads. For individuals, cloud computing offers platforms,
resources and services that would otherwise be unavailable to them.
At the core of cloud computing are various virtualization technologies and the
resulting Virtual Machines (VMs). Virtualization enables cloud providers to host multiple
VMs on a single Physical Machine (PM). The hallmark of VMs is the inability of the
end-user to distinguish them from actual PMs. VMs allow cloud owners such essential
features as live migration, which is the process of moving a VM from one PM to another
while the VM is running, for various reasons.
Features of the cloud such as fault tolerance, geographical server placement,
energy management, resource management, big data processing, parallel computing, etc.
depend heavily on virtualization technologies. Improvements and breakthroughs in these
technologies directly lead to introduction of new possibilities in the cloud. This thesis
identifies and proposes innovations for such underlying VM technologies and tests their
performance on a cluster of 16 machines with real world benchmarks. Specifically the
issues of server load prediction, VM consolidation, live migration, and memory sharing are
attempted.

First, a unique VM resource load prediction mechanism based on Chaos Theory is
introduced that predicts server workloads with high accuracy. Based on these predictions,
VMs are dynamically and autonomously relocated to different PMs in the cluster in an
attempt to conserve energy. Experimental evaluations with a prototype on real world datacenter load traces show that up to 80% of the unused PMs can be freed up and repurposed,
with Service Level Objective (SLO) violations as little as 3%.
Second, issues in live migration of VMs are analyzed, based on which a new
distributed approach is presented that allows network-efficient live migration of VMs. The
approach amortizes the transfer of memory pages over the life of the VM, thus reducing
network traffic during critical live migration. The prototype reduces network usage by up
to 45% and lowers required time by up to 40% for live migration on various real-world
loads.
Finally, a memory sharing and management approach called ACE-M is demonstrated
that enables VMs to share and utilize all the memory available in the cluster remotely.
Along with predictions on network and memory, this approach allows VMs to run
applications with memory requirements much higher than physically available locally. It is
experimentally shown that ACE-M reduces the memory performance degradation by about
75% and achieves a 40% lower network response time for memory intensive VMs.
A combination of these innovations to the virtualization technologies can minimize
performance degradation of various VM attributes, which will ultimately lead to a better
end-user experience.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Cloud Computing is increasingly becoming an alternative to computing these days, offering
multiple advantages over traditional models of computing. From simple remote data
storage, to maintaining traffic intensive servers, clouds prove advantageous at a variety
of different levels of deployment and use. In general cloud computing, by definition,
delivers some services remotely over the Internet. Services such as Amazon Web Services,
Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform, etc. provide various options that are designed to
satisfy computing needs for organizations with large infrastructures to individuals looking
to host a website or store their data.
Cloud Computing can often be classified into three categories of services - IaaS,
SaaS, and PaaS according to [1], [2], [3], and [4]. Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) is
designed to offer computing infrastructure, based on which organizations are offloading
their infrastructure to the cloud. The benefits of IaaS include less maintenance overheads,
and more importantly the ability to dynamically increase or decrease infrastructure (and
correspondingly costs) according to needs. For individual users and developers, clouds
provide Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS).
SaaS uses the web to deliver applications, thus eliminating the need for individuals
to install and run applications on individual computers. Popular SaaS application types
include email and collaboration, customer relationship management, and healthcare-related
applications.
PaaS offers developers a framework to build upon and develop or customize
applications. PaaS eases the development, testing, and deployment of applications, and
makes it cost-effective. With this technology, third-party providers can manage O.S.’es,
virtualization, servers, storage, networking, and the PaaS software itself.
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However,
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developers still manage and control the applications. For enterprises and other organizations, one example of PaaS could be a private cloud for .NET and Java.
Though all the described ideas can be applied to PaaS and SaaS as well, this thesis
mainly focuses on enabling cloud providers to build their infrastructure for IaaS. The term
‘user’ refers to organizations which are clients of the cloud providers.
In this chapter some underlying technologies and features of cloud computing as well
as their benefits, challenges, and current direction are discussed.

1.1

Internals of Cloud Computing

The basis of cloud computing is virtualization technology and the resulting Virtual
Machines (VM). Virtualization allows the existence of multiple independent VMs, sharing
the same resources (CPU, Memory, Network, Storage) on one Physical Machine (PM).
For the end-user, the VM, from outside the data-center’s network appears as an individual,
stand-alone PM. Where, in the cluster, the VM resides, and how many other VMs share its
host PM, is not apparent to the user.
These days cloud providers own data centers that service end-users all-round the
globe. A typical data center has thousands of PMs, each of which runs multiple VMs [5].
Typically users are provided resources in the form of individual VMs.
Virtualization works with the help of an added layer in the PM called the Hypervisor.
This hypervisor resides on top of the PM’s Operating System and is responsible for
creating, maintaining and destroying VMs on that PM. It performs a variety of duties
to ensure that the requirements of the Guest O.S. in the VM in terms of memory, CPU,
networking, and I/O are met. In most cases it works in a way to keep this process
transparent from the Guest O.S., which behaves as if it is on its own dedicated PM. Figure
1.1 illustrates this structure.
Several hypervisors like KVM, Xen, VMWare, and VirtualBox exist today. Each
has its own advantages and disadvantages. For example, KVM (Open Source) has been
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Figure 1.1 Virtualization.
included in the Linux Kernel which means it runs out-of-the-box for Linux based systems.
Xen utilizes a method called para-virtualization [6], where the Guest O.S. closely works
with the Host O.S. The close relationship with the Host O.S. helps in optimizing various
VM features since the Guest O.S. can now work intelligently to improve virtualization from
within the VM. Currently, Xen and KVM are two of the most popular hypervisors.
Apart from the basic feature of virtualization, which is multiple VM residents on a
single PM, certain other benefits become available due to the fact that VMs are technically
just processes on the PM. For example, one such feature is migration, where VMs can
be moved around from one PM to another. Migration is further enhanced by using live
migration where the VMs are moved around while they are running.

1.2

Benefits of Cloud Computing

Cloud computing offers several benefits to the users as discussed by [4], [7], [8], [9]. Some
of these benefits are actually features available to the cloud service providers that affect the
users.
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1.2.1

Hardware Costs

The biggest benefit to organizations moving their infrastructure to the cloud, is the savings
in hardware costs. Organizations no longer have to buy expensive servers and keep
updating them every time a newer version of the hardware is available. Also, the structure
of the cloud allows cloud providers to offer services at a low cost.

1.2.2

Maintenance Costs

While maintenance costs are not completely eliminated, they are greatly reduced. Moving
to the cloud means not having to troubleshoot hardware failures and load balancing. System
administrators only have to ensure that the installed server software works as required.

1.2.3

Availability

Typically, data-center and cloud owners maintain large amounts of redundancy and backup
of the clients’ data. This, along with other tools and techniques allows them to provide high
guarantees of availability and SLO. Again, the task of maintaining backups and ensuring
up-time of the servers is offloaded to the cloud owners.

1.2.4

Dynamic Resources

Since clouds rely on the principal of VMs, which are relatively easy to create, destroy, and
recreate, infrastructures on the cloud are highly dynamic. In other words, organizations
do not have to own a fixed number of resources any more. They can increase or decrease
the number of servers (correspondingly the VMs) that they lease based on their resource
requirements.

1.2.5

Scalability

Cloud offloading typically enables organizations to procure a large number of servers,
which would be impractical and cost-inefficient otherwise. This ability to lease large
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amounts of resources along with the aforementioned dynamic nature of these resources,
means that infrastructures in the cloud can scale suitably as the needs of the organization
increase.

1.3

Challenges in Cloud Computing

Despite all the benefits of cloud computing certain challenges still remain in their
implementation that might deter blanket use ([10], [11], [8], [9]). Some of these challenges
are discussed in this section.

1.3.1

Resource Management/ Utilization

From the point of view of data-center owners, resource management is an important issue.
Since multiple VMs contend for limited resources in the cluster, it becomes difficult to
balance QoS guarantees and minimum resource wastage. Consider that while servers have
a maximum resource requirement, they do not need all the resources at all times. This leads
to several physical machines in the data-center not being completely utilized, while others
work at full load. In this scenario, it is important to move the VMs around the cluster
and manage resources so that free resources can be used for other purposes. However,
it is not feasible to simply reassign currently free resources, since existing latent server
requirements might suddenly increase in the near future. Being able to manage these
allocated, but free, resources would be a substantial benefit to the data-center owners/
operators. This improved usage would directly translate into higher capacities in the
data-center and thus lower costs for the end-users.

1.3.2

Fault Tolerance/ Reliability

Even though data-centers offer high SLOs, it is not trivial to maintain these. For some
organizations, even minor disruption of services could lead to major losses. Services to
end-users could be disrupted for a variety of reasons, including the host physical machine
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crashing, the VM crashing, resource overload in the cluster, etc. Various steps have to be
taken to ensure minimum damage during such situations. Even then, it is not realistic to
completely eliminate these potential mishaps.

1.3.3

Security

Since by definition, clouds entail organizations moving their infrastructure outside of their
physical space, security is of paramount concern. The fact that VMs share space with
other, potentially malicious VMs makes matters worse. A number of security holes and
side channel communications have been shown possible that can indirectly compromise a
VM and make it vulnerable.

1.4

New Avenues in Cloud Computing

Apart from the challenges that cloud computing currently faces, there are several other
avenues that are being explored. These areas of research, while not strictly required for the
basic working of clouds, can introduce a variety of new possibilities and features.

1.4.1

Geographical Placement

Cloud providers such as Amazon divide their data-centers into geographically separate
clusters. The placement of a VM in one of these clusters can be chosen based on the
proximity of the end-user. However, currently these decisions are static and can be made
only at the time of creation of the VM. For applications like local web servers this suffices,
though in situations like game servers or personal VMs, this falls short. For example,
game servers are joined by gamers all across the globe to form a large league. The VM
hosting such servers should automatically relocate itself to a physical machine that is
geographically beneficial to the maximum number of players. In case of a personal VM, the
VM should relocate itself based on the current geographical location of the user remotely
logging in. Literature such as [12] and [13] discuss this idea in depth.
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1.4.2

Federated Clouds

The various different hypervisors offer a variety of choices to the cloud providers. While
in most cases this is advantageous, it has drawbacks. As mentioned before, different
hypervisors have different features and methods of handling VM requirements. This
difference in hypervisors indicates that it is currently not possible to simply move a VM
from one hypervisor and resume it as is on another hypervisor. The lack of interoperability,
in turn makes the clouds incompatible with each other. For example live migration of a
VM from Amazon’s EC2 to Microsoft’s Azure is not possible. Initial selection of a cloud
provider may lead to limited or no choice for the users, even if their requirements change
in the future. Federated clouds [13] attempt to address this interoperability problem by
creating additional layers on top of the hypervisors. These additional layers can work
towards unifying the various underlying technologies and make it possible to seamlessly
migrate a VM from a cloud provider using a certain hypervisor to another provider using
a completely different hypervisor. In general federated clouds could lead to lower pricing,
better services and more options for the user [14].

1.4.3

Energy Management

As mentioned, data-centers maintain thousands of physical machines to host the VMs that
form the cloud. A big concern for data-center owners is the amount of energy spent in
keeping the required physical machines up and running [11]. Expenses in energy are
directly reflected in the costs of resources for the users. Efficient energy management
will not only ensure reduction in user costs, but will also result in environment friendly
infrastructures.

1.4.4

Automated Elasticity

Currently, at the time of VM creation the maximum allowable resources to that VM have to
be specified. Once the VM is created however, it is generally not possible to change these
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maximum limits while the VM is running. Typically, VM costs depend on the maximum
resources specified for the VM. Enabling VMs to increase or decrease the maximum
resources on demand can be cost-effective for both the cloud owners and the users.

1.4.5

Parallel Computing/ Big Data

Big Data and parallel computations are two applications that can take advantage of the
cloud computing design as shown by [15]. The ability to run multiple VMs is conducive
to high task-level parallel computing applications like MapReduce. However, using VMs
is different than using actual physical nodes. Thus, substantial research ([16], [17], [18]) is
underway to efficiently port these applications to cloud computing.

1.5

Underlying Technologies

Since virtualization is at the core of cloud computing, innovations in virtualization
technologies enhance the benefits of clouds, mitigate their challenges and enable exploration of the avenues mentioned before. Some of these enabling technologies and the
affected features of cloud computing are discussed in this section. This thesis works
towards the innovation of four of these technologies - load prediction, consolidation, live
migration, and resource sharing.

1.5.1

VM Load Prediction

Clouds are extensively used to host a variety of servers.

These servers running on

VMs could be Web servers or internal servers for organizations. Accurate prediction of
the constantly changing workloads on these servers is important. These predictions are
valuable in ensuring availability, scalability, resource management, fault tolerance, energy
management, and automatic elasticity in the cloud.
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1.5.2

VM Consolidation

Since these servers exist as VMs, it becomes easy to move them within the cluster and
achieve a number of features mentioned above. This ease of migration directly affects
energy management.

1.5.3

VM Live Migration

Live migration enables the VM to be moved from one physical machine to another without
stopping or pausing the VM in any way. While this is a useful technology, it is still not
widely used in data-centers due to various issues such as heavy network usage. Most of the
above mentioned cloud advantages, challenges, and avenues will benefit from efficient live
migration.

1.5.4

VM Resource Sharing

Multiple VMs contending for limited number of resources on a single PM can lead to
problems such as starvation, wastage of resources, etc. Thus it is imperative to ensure
that all VMs on a PM use available resources as conservatively and efficiently as they
can. On the other hand, the large amount of resources available in the cluster as a whole
could be utilized to enable VMs to perform more resource intensive tasks if required.
This distribution of resources to the VMs is the responsibility of the hypervisor and the
kernel. New, efficient approaches in this area will lead to better resource utilization, higher
reliability, resource elasticity, efficient big data computations, etc. in the cloud.

1.5.5

Nested Virtualization

Nested virtualization refers to virtualization within a VM. Realization of nested virtualization requires the ability to run a hypervisor inside a VM. Due to the difference in
physical hardware and the virtual hardware offered by VMs, nested virtualization is in
a nascent stage. As expected, there is some degradation in performance when running a
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nested VM as opposed to a VM on a physical machine. Hypervisors like KVM support
limited nested virtualization with relatively low overhead ([19]). However, currently cloud
providers do not offer this feature to their users. An advantage of nested virtualization in
a cloud scenario would be the ability of users to test and implement virtualization related
features from within their VM in the cloud. Nested virtualization can provide users with
complete but isolated hypervisor control, without violating the principles of clouds.

1.6

Proposed Innovations

As has been discussed, virtualization technologies are what directly influence cloud
computing features. This thesis tackles the following technologies.

1.6.1

Load Prediction and Consolidation for VMs

An important consideration for data-center owners in the cloud computing scenario is the
optimal usage of the resources (CPU cycles, Memory, Block I/O and Network Bandwidth)
of the PM that make up the cloud or ‘machine-farms’. At any given time, the machines
should not be overloaded to ensure certain QoS requirements are met and at the same
time a minimum number of machines should be running to conserve energy. The loads on
individual VMs residing on these machines is not absolutely random. Certain patterns can
be found that can help the data center owners arrange the VMs on the PMs such that both
of the above competing goals are satisfied (minimum number of machines running without
any being overloaded). The current prediction mechanisms are often inaccurate in finding
such patterns across the variety of real world loads and often times computation intensive.
Most of them also ignore certain characteristics of the loads, which further reduces the
accuracy.
The framework that is proposed tries to intelligently predict the behavior of the
cluster based on its history and then accordingly distributes VMs in the cluster to free
up PMs. These machines can then be re-purposed to accommodate more VMs or turned
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off to save energy. Analysis of real world data-center loads shows that they follow a
Chaotic time series. Central to the framework are concepts of Chaos Theory with some
optimizations that make the framework indifferent to the type of loads and inherent cycles
in them. This framework with the modeled Chaos Theory is tested on a testbed cluster and
its performance is analyzed. It is demonstrated that the framework performs better than
another often used time series method in freeing up PMs for a variety of real-world loads.
Additionally, the optimizations added make the framework comparatively faster.

1.6.2

Live Migration of VMs

Live migration of VMs is an important part of cloud and data-center management. Both
pre-copy and post-copy algorithms for live migration allow load balancing, physical
machine maintenance, and consolidation. Constant endeavors are made to make it as
fast and seamless as possible. Maintaining low network usage and fast times during live
migration are necessary goals to ensure that the performance of the migrating VM as well
as that of other VMs in the cluster is not degraded. Current live migration protocols incur
a lot of wasted network bandwidth during migration by transferring redundant memory.
The proposed proactive memory sharing and informing protocol utilizes the common
memory pages between VMs to achieve the goals mentioned. A method is proposed to
identify and distribute important shared pages in a cluster, to reduce network usage and
enable fast times during migration for both pre-copy and post-copy live migration. The
protocol is also implemented for both flavors of live migration on a test cluster and the
time and bandwidth savings achieved as opposed to current live migration techniques are
demonstrated.

1.6.3

Memory Pooling of VMs

While it is possible to create a VM with more memory than physically available (overcommitting), just like regular processes, if it demands the extra memory, memory swap
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takes place to accommodate this request. Depending on the type of storage used, this swapin swap-out may not be fast enough and lead to degradation of the VM’s performance. On
the other hand, network speeds these days are often faster than disk accesses. Also it is often
the case that while one VM is memory intensive, other VMs on another physical machine
may not require all the memory available to them. These two behaviors can be utilized to
extend the physical memory available to a VM outside its host physical machine. Currently,
methods to achieve similar goals only exist with special hardware such as RDMA.
The proposed protocol is a method to use all the physical memory in the cluster as a
memory pool that can be transparently accessed by all VMs in the cluster without the need
for any special hardware. The amount of physical memory available to a VM could then
be dynamically adjusted based on a number of factors, like VM memory requirements or
even in a pay-as-you-need scenario.

1.7

Summary

This chapter has presented an overview of cloud computing in general, and virtualization in
particular. Various virtualization technologies have been identified, which enable various
features in the cloud. In this thesis approaches and protocols for these technologies are
presented that open up new possibilities in cloud computing by minimizing degradation
of VM performance for various attributes. Specifically, innovations are described for load
predictions, consolidation, live migration, and memory sharing of VMs.
The rest of the thesis is divided as follows. Chapter 2 elucidates the technologies that
the thesis contributes to, as well as other research currently being done on them. Chapters
3 to 5 provide detailed descriptions of the contributions. Chapter 3 discusses a unique
framework for load prediction and consolidation of VMs. Chapter 4 introduces a new
network-efficient live migration approach. Chapter 5 proposes and demonstrates a novel
cluster-wide memory sharing protocol that allows VMs to access all the memory available
in a cluster. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and suggests future work.

CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND

The previous chapter highlighted some possible virtualization technologies that directly
influence cloud computing features. This chapter discusses three of these areas which
this thesis contributes to. Also, other related current research endeavors are described as
required.
The virtualization technologies discussed are:
• Load Prediction and Consolidation of VMs
• Live Migration of VMs
• Memory Pooling for VMs
In the chapters that follow, detailed descriptions are given for each of these
contributions.

2.1

Load Prediction and Consolidation of VMs

Optimal distribution of the VMs on the data-center cluster is an important problem. The
main resources that a VM uses on a PM are CPU cycles, Memory, Block devices and
Network. A lot of research has been done in the area of ensuring that VMs are distributed
such that in all probability, they do not cause the host PM to overload (in terms of CPU,
Memory, Block devices or Network). Even if they do, intelligent software exist to rearrange
them and balance the load [20]. This ensures that a certain QoS is maintained for the
end-user.
On the other end of this discussion, is an issue opposite, but closely related to the
problem of load balancing. It is the concern that we should not be wasting energy and
resources by allowing a distribution of VMs that does not cause overload, but uses more
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PMs than required to smoothly run the VMs in the cluster. A large body of work [21], [22]
reinforces this belief.
VMs in a data center are used for a wide variety of applications and the users are
spread throughout the world. The loads on these VMs in terms of usage of CPU, memory,
Network, and Block I/O are not absolutely random and correspond to various real world
situations like holiday seasons, weekends, workdays, etc. This nature of VMs is well
known and it is obvious that effort has been made to utilize this knowledge.
However, simply the knowledge that these patterns exist does not entail that the
patterns across all the VMs is similar. Two factors affect the pattern observed on a VM
- the type of service that VM provides and the geographic location of the users using that
VM. As an example, a VM hosting a shopping website has heavier loads during holiday
seasons and lighter loads otherwise. Contrary to this, a VM hosting a database for an office
should have higher loads during working days and lesser loads during holidays. Again, this
condition changes for different geographic locations based on the off-peak and peak times
at that place.
The idea, then, is to look at the past history of the VM and observe if any pattern
exists which can be applied to the future.
From the point of view of consolidation of servers, this is an important problem.
Simple averages of loads is sub-optimal, since it ignores the fact that two VMs (with the
same average load) may be peaking at different times, thus allowing them to co-exist on
the same PM without any overload.
Note that even though the sum of their individual maximum loads may overload a
PM, the fact that the maximum loads are probably going to occur at different times allows
us to collate them on to one PM.
Therefore, it is necessary to try and find patterns in the load of every VM and try to
best match VMs that can co-exist peacefully for a long time on the same PM. The major
roadblock in this area is the prediction of future behavior of the individual VMs. Other
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research deals with a similar idea as above - predicting patterns in the loads of the VMs.
Some of these methods are computationally complex. Others are not fine grained and
work under the assumption that there is an overall periodic cycle in the load. They do not
consider the fact that a VM may have multiple cycles. For example, a daily cycle of high
and low usage and then a weekly cycle with lows on weekends.
Initial analysis shows that various real world loads demonstrate Chaotic behavior
making them ideal candidates for prediction using Chaos Theory. Chaos Theory has been
used to forecast behavior in a variety of situations including power usage [23], dynamic
texture synthesis [24], oil prices [25], medical procedures [26], etc. The framework
discussed shortly applies similar concepts to VM loads to mitigate the above problems. It
is fast, energy-saving and uses concepts from Chaos Theory to allow fine grain predictions,
and achieve consolidation at every level of time (hourly, daily, weekly or monthly), with
little overhead.
The end result of this is that some PMs are freed up by consolidating VMs (using live
migration), and some guarantee or probability is provided of the machines remaining free
for a certain period of time. Based on its predictions, the PMs are also automatically reused
when chances of overloading increase. Further, the framework makes no assumptions about
the kind of applications running on the VMs and requires no modification to the guest
operating system, making it application and O.S. independent.
This chapter not only demonstrates the workings of the framework but also provides
experimental results to show its efficacy. It shows how the framework manages to free up
PMs based on CPU, Memory, Network, and Block I/O loads of the VMs. The framework’s
efficiency is also compared to a version of Fourier Transform based prediction mechanism,
as well as optimal consolidation. Currently the framework works with KVM on Linux
machines without any modification to KVM, Libvirt or QEMU. However, conceptually
it is hypervisor independent. In the future it is planned to port the framework to other
operating systems and also to other Virtual Machine Hypervisors like Xen.
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2.1.1

Related Work

The seasonal nature of VMs is well known, and it is obvious that effort has been made to
utilize this knowledge.
Considerable work has been done to achieve consolidation of VMs in data centers to
reduce power consumption and conserve energy, for example [27], [28]. Consolidation can
be performed in two ways, either at the beginning of a VM’s life (that is placing it correctly
to begin with) or during a VM’s life (as the VM’s needs change). Various ideas have been
suggested to decide the correct placement of VMs in a data center to achieve this. Most of
them focus on the four main resources - CPU, Memory, Block I/O and Networking. Some
of the methods like [29] need to be aware of the kinds of applications running on the VM,
while others like [30] consider parameters like power and CPU frequency to make their
decision. Still other ideas like [31] propose modifying underlying operating systems.
This framework attempts to solve the consolidation problem based on the four
major resources, without modifications to the guest, and using existing technology in the
hypervisor. Its approach can thus be considered to have the following steps:
• Make a prediction for VM behavior
• Use algorithms similar to bin packing to figure a new VM placement configuration
• Migrate VMs to achieve the new configuration
• Re-purpose vacant PMs to accommodate more VMs or turn them off if so desired
Since prediction of VM load is an integral part of the framework, a few VM
prediction methods currently being worked on are described.

Some of the research

mentioned does not directly deal with consolidation of VMs, but their prediction methods
are comparable, and hence have been included.
A plethora of techniques like Bayesian Filters, Artificial Neural Networks, SVMs,
Fuzzy Logic, PCA, Markov Chains, etc. have been used to aid VM load predictions. Based
on [32], they can be classified as:
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• Static, threshold-based policies
• Reinforcement Learning
• Queuing theory
• Control theory
• Time-series analysis
Some methods also use a combination of these techniques to figure out a near-optimal
method on a case-by-case basis [33]. Describing all the methods currently being researched
is out of scope of this thesis, and hence a few that are akin to the approach taken in this
chapter are mentioned.
Naive methods like average loads, standard deviations, or threshold-based, though
quick and usable, clearly fall short in a number of real world situations. Reinforcement
Learning methods are feedback-based systems working on reward and penalty policies.
These method have been used in research to adaptively adjust resource allocations based
on some performance feedback [34], [35], [36]. Similarly, some works have applied control
theory [37], [38], [39], [40]. However, as pointed out by [32], these methods require time
to converge to their optimal solutions and have large state-spaces to compute.
Likewise, model-based approaches use Queuing Theory to build models that allow
the system to predict the impact of different resource allocation policies on the application
performance [41], [42], [43], [44], [45]. The drawback of these methods is that most often,
the models need some adjustments beforehand. This implies certain pre-defined knowledge
of the application which is difficult to obtain in a data center environment.
Most of these methods are complex and in some cases require some pre-defined idea
of the kind of loads on the VM. As opposed to this, the framework being proposed makes
no assumptions about the inherent cycles, or behavior of the loads.
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Time Series Analysis based method use signal analysis tools like Fourier Transforms,
Moving Average, Auto Regression, String Matching, etc. on historical resource loads for
load predictions [33]. The proposed framework is most closely related to these methods.
Methods reported in [46] and [47] use autocorrelation to figure out repeating patterns
in the VM loads. Gong et al. have done an extensive comparison of Time Series Analysis
based techniques for resource scaling [48]. They propose using FFT to identify repeating
patterns in resource usage (CPU, memory, I/O and network), and compare it with autocorrelation, auto-regression and histogram. They have demonstrated that auto-regression
is computationally intensive and their FFT-based algorithm has lesser overhead. Moreover,
they demonstrated that histogram-based methods such as [49] are not as efficient.
The problem with using FFT-like tools is that even though we easily get a general
idea of the most dominant cycle in the load of a VM, the methods are less certain while
indicating several other cycles that could exist within the load. For example, even after
observing a substantial number of weekly cycles, the major cycle calculated is the daily
cycle, i.e. the VM has an off-peak every night and a peak throughout the rest of the day.
However, this view ignores the fact that the VM has a light load during weekends compared
to the rest of the week. Figure 2.1 demonstrates this problem. Missing the weekend cycles
(and their periods of low loads) could mean lower level of consolidation where more energy
saving could have been potentially possible. Additionally, for loads that do not have an
obvious cycle, this method falls short.
As seen by a sample of the Google Data Trace [50] in Figure 2.2, there are two
cycles. One cycle is a daily cycle - relative to the daytime, the nighttime load is less.
However, the second cycle is weekly. Because of the weekly cycle there are changes in the
maximum loads during each day of the week. For e.g., Day 1 is more load intensive than
Day 2 and so on.
The figure shows the frequency spectrum calculated by Fourier for this load. As
can be seen, it easily identifies periods of 24 hours. The other periods it identifies are
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Figure 2.1 Missing secondary cycles in load patterns.

Figure 2.2 Sample Google data trace.
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too insignificant in amplitude to be of any use. Thus using FFT, it becomes difficult to
predict future loads without the knowledge that the values of these loads is different for
each day. Clearly, better prediction mechanisms are needed that are indifferent to such load
characteristics while maintaining the advantages of time-series analysis.
The work in [51] extends [48] by implementing a prediction mechanism using
Wavelets and Markov Chains. While this approach mitigates the problems with acyclic
loads to some extent, it suffers from larger overheads. Also, since the prediction of every
step in the future is dependent on the previous value, errors tend to add up when multiple
points in the future are predicted at once. Besides, future predictions are made using
a fixed-size subset of the historical data. This fixed history size may not hold well for
arbitrarily large historical data, where larger patterns exist that may be missed.
Studies with Google Cluster Data, NASA [52] and the World Cup [53] websites’
data traces show that the data is in fact chaotic. This makes these loads good candidates for
predictions using Chaos Theory. The proposed framework works effectively for multiple
levels of cyclic loads as well as non-cyclic loads, as long as the loads are chaotic. It quickly
adapts to changes in load patterns and within a short time recognizes new patterns (example
weekly patterns).
Moreover, since most other similar Time Series Analysis methods need to go through
the entire history of a VM to make a prediction, it becomes computationally costly as the
VMs run for a longer time. This framework on the other hand, avoids going through the
whole data set, as shall be seen in later sections.

2.2

Live Migration of VMs

Live Migration is a feature of VMs that has shown great promise in recent times. Through
live migration, data-center owners can seamlessly move VMs from one physical machine to
another with little to no degradation of performance. This is useful in a variety of scenarios
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like maintenance of physical machines, load balancing, consolidation for energy savings,
etc.
Substantial research is being constantly done to improve live migration. In the real
world, live migration can only be extensively adopted if it meets certain Service Level
Objectives (SLO)/ Service Level Agreements (SLA) for stability, performance degradation,
and speed.
The basic idea of live migration is straightforward and has been extensively discussed
in the literature. The two participating physical machines are first identified as source
(where the VM currently resides) and destination (where the VM needs to be migrated to).
The gist of live migration is that a copy of the VM is initiated at the destination and then
memory pages corresponding to the VM are transferred from the source. Once all memory
pages have been transferred, CPU states are transferred to the destination. The VM is then
shut down at the source and resumed at the destination. Usually, the storage is a shared file
system in the cluster.
Currently, two types of live migration algorithms are pre-dominantly in use: pre-copy
and post-copy. These algorithms only differ in the process they use to transfer memory
pages from the source to the destination. In pre-copy (Figure 2.3), while the VM is still
running at the source, its memory pages are iteratively transferred to the destination. After
every iteration, pages that have been modified or dirtied (since the VM continued running
during this time) are re-transferred. This continues until either a pre-defined number of
iterations is performed, or the number of dirtied pages does not change from one iteration to
the next. At this point, the VM is paused and all the remaining dirtied pages are transferred
to the destination. Finally, the VM is resumed at the destination and it continues execution.
In post-copy (Figure 2.4), the VM is initially paused at the source and immediately
started at the destination. Note that no memory pages have been transferred so far. At the
destination, every time a page is required by the VM it is requested and received from the
source, if it has not already been received. Over time, when all the memory pages have
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Figure 2.3 Pre-Copy live migration

Figure 2.4 Post-Copy live migration.
been requested and received, the source is free to terminate the VM and reclaim all its
memory.
Pre-copy migration has the disadvantage of comparatively heavier network usage
during migration since the iterative process results in multiple transfers of the same page.
This could be a problem if the migration was being performed during times of heavy
network usage.
On the other hand, while post-copy puts less burden on the network by sending every
page only once, it results in longer times before the whole migration process is complete.
Since pages are pulled on demand by the destination, in theory it is possible that migration
never completes if some pages are not demanded at all. This is a serious issue if the reason
for migration was overloads at the source or if the source needed to be quickly shut down
for maintenance. Practically, using a background copy process in post-copy alleviates this
problem. However, this diminishes post-copy’s advantage of using the network only when
required.
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Figure 2.5 Pre-Copy/ Post-Copy trade-off.
In general the choice between pre-copy and post-copy includes trade-offs that have
to be considered as shown by Figure 2.5.
In most cases, live migration is performed in times of critical need, like when a
physical machine is in urgent need of maintenance, or to reduce load in a physical machine
that is overloading. Two major problems arise in situations like these. In general, there
is little control regarding the time at which such migrations need to be performed. At
that time network usage may already be high. It is therefore imperative to ensure that
due to migration, the network is not further congested, adversely affecting performance
of other VMs in the cluster. At the same time, the migration time needs to be as fast as
possible to quickly free up the source physical machine and hence prevent any performance
degradation of the VMs. Thus, low network usage and fast migration times are two
important goals during live migration.
The proposed protocol is designed to attain these two goals for both pre-copy and
post-copy migration. It uses the existence of common pages between VMs as well as
the fact that periods of low resource usage exist during a VM’s life to achieve this. Due to
similar applications or operating systems running on VMs, a substantial number of memory
pages across a number of the VMs have the same contents. The approach firstly keeps
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track of memory pages with same contents that exist between VMs. It then tries to identify
important memory pages in the cluster and during low network usage times it distributes
these pages in the cluster.
At the time of migration, the protocol ensures that pages that already exist at the
destination are not transferred. Moreover, if post-copy migration is used, apart from not
transferring pages existent at the destination, the protocol chooses a secondary source that
shares a substantial number of memory pages with the primary source. Once the primary
source has transferred pages that only it has, it can safely handover responsibility to the
secondary source and is free to do other work. Meanwhile, the destination can pull required
pages at leisure.
Thus, the approach clearly reduces the use of the network during pre-copy migration
and as shall be seen, achieves faster migration times. For post-copy migration, it not
only reduces network load during migration, but also allows the source to be relieved of
its duties faster. These savings in time and network bandwidth during migration can be
crucial in scarce resources at the time of migration. Further, this protocol can also provide
suggestions to the source for possible destination candidates that would help achieve the
two goals.

2.2.1

Related Work

It is well known that common memory pages exist between VMs. Much work has been
done in identifying and using this commonality. VMWare [54] uses this knowledge to
make VMs residing on the same physical machine share their common pages. This has
been demonstrated to reduce the memory footprint of the VMs in the physical machine by
upto 33%. Other research in [55], [56] have discussed the impact of different characteristics
such as similar Guest O.S.’es or similar applications on the similarity of pages between
VMs.
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Effort has also been made to take advantage of this sharing to rearrange VMs in the
cluster in order to achieve better local page sharing. The method described in [57] chooses
a suitable host for VM placement based on the amount of pages they share based on which
live migration is performed.
There has been some research done to avoid transferring redundant pages to improve
live migration. Most of these deal with pre-copy migration. Approaches such as [58]
consider the self duplicate pages of a VM and avoid transferring these pages multiple times
during migration. Most of the other research using this concept deals with group migration
or migrating clusters of VMs. This implies that when a number of VMs have to be migrated
simultaneously, pages that have already been transferred over the network once are not
re-transferred. Approaches such as [59], and [60] utilize this idea. In [61] a similar concept
is applied to live migration between racks in a data-center. The central assumption in this
is that the link within a rack is faster than the link between racks. Thus, every unique page
is transferred only once between racks and then multiplied as required within the rack.
Similarly, [62] uses the idea for WANs, since obviously the link between two different
LANs is slower than the links inside a LAN. Finally, [63] uses similar features to migrate
VMs from one host to multiple hosts.
As opposed to all these approaches, the proposed protocol enhances migration for
an individual VM from a source to a destination, although it can also be used for group
migrations. Further, it not only considers self duplicate memory pages but also makes
use of inter-VM duplicity of pages. While the system performs best in cases where the
network speeds are slow (WAN) and disk speeds are fast (Solid State Drives), as opposed
to the other methods, it makes no assumption of the existence of two different link speeds. It
works within a cluster with a single type of link and as shown by the experiments, improves
further in networks with different types of links.
Additionally, the protocol is uniquely applicable to post-copy migration.
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2.3

Memory Pooling for VMs

VMs are used for various memory intensive applications. Current big data applications
require large amounts of memory that may not be available on a single host Physical
Machine (PM). These applications can be executed using a number of different solutions.
One solution is using parallel computing. However, not all problems and applications can
be suitably parallelized.
Another approach could be to migrate VMs with high memory requirements to PMs
that have sufficient physical memory available [64]. This approach fails when the memory
requirements are high enough such that no single PM in the cluster has enough physical
memory on its own.
The other feasible solution to meet these requirements is to overcommit the VM. In
other words, the VM is created with more memory than physically available on the host
PM. Since VMs are typically processes on PMs, this is possible. In such cases, normally
the host kernel’s memory management implements swapping of memory pages to the swap
device (generally HDD) to ensure the VM’s memory requirements are met when needed.
An alternative to disk swapping is to make sufficient free memory from the cluster
available to the VM remotely which is known as remote memory. Memory pages reside
in the physical memory of a remote provider PM in the cluster that has enough memory
available. These pages are then fetched on-demand, as required by the requesting VM.
This remote memory approach is possible since not all of the VMs in a datacenter may be
memory intensive.
Both disk swap and remote memory have their advantages in some situations but are
prone to underperform in others. The drawback of disk swapping is that it is generally very
slow. Since remote pages exist in physical memory of PMs, and network speeds are usually
orders of magnitude faster than block access speeds, remote memory outperforms disk
swap. Conversely, using Solid State Drives (SSD) could achieve better performance in disk
swap as compared to software-based remote memory over a slow network. Hardware-based
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RDMA generally performs better than disk swap, but involves the installation of special
hardware in the cluster. Similarly, during times of high block I/O usage, disk swap may
underperform even compared to a slower network. On the other hand, remote memory with
a fast network may underperform compared to disk swap during times of high network
usage.
Since remote memory depends on availability of physical memory on a remote
provider PM, it is important to select a suitable provider. If the provider PM runs out
of physical memory while provisioning a VM, it could fall back to disk swapping. This
compounded by the remote fetching overheads could degrade VMs to the point of failing
their computations. Moreover, advantages provided by remote memory systems come
at the cost of network bandwidth overheads. While current studies in this area assume
sufficient network bandwidth available to the VM, this may not be the case in real world
scenarios, even if the theoretical bandwidth of the network is high. Apart from memory
intensive applications, VMs also run network intensive applications like web or database
servers. Besides, VMs are also extensively used as virtual clusters to run parallel jobs like
Map-Reduce, which again require intensive communications over the network. Burdening
the network with remote page fetching in these cases could not only degrade the requesting
VM’s performance but also the performance of VMs residing on the provider PM.
It is, hence, important to create a remote memory management system that takes
into account these parameters and dynamically chooses disk swapping or remote memory
as well as correct provider PMs based on the cluster’s state during times of high memory
usage.
While VM resource usage predictions have been successfully used for a variety of
applications including resource management, load balancing, and server consolidation,
current implementations of remote memory in clusters do not attempt to predict the
behavior of the cluster leading to performance degradation of the VMs. Further, the
existence of network intensive VMs and their degradation due to remote memory in
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the cluster have not been considered. Besides, most of the existing remote memory
management systems either depend on hypervisor features or require installation of
expensive, special network components and do not provide for dynamic switching of the
remote provider PMs.
This thesis presents the Autonomous Cluster-Wide Elastic Memory (ACE-M) framework that uses prediction mechanisms to predict the behavior of all VMs in the cluster for
the Memory, Network and Block I/O resources. It uses these predictions to intelligently
decide the local memory/ remote memory split as well as suitable remote provider PMs
while avoiding performance degradation of all VMs involved. A new hypervisor agnostic,
VM-level, software-based remote memory subsystem is also demonstrated, that mitigates
some problems associated with current remote memory implementations as seen in Chapter
5.
Extensive experimental results using real world loads demonstrate first that even
using only memory predictions reduces cluster-wide performance degradation by about
55%. Second, using ACE-M that considers memory and network predictions reduces
cluster-wide performance degradation by about 75% for the loads.

2.3.1

Related Work

Research related to memory management for VMs typically involves scheduling and
allocation policies [65] or VM workload placement in datacenters [66]. These approaches
assume the availability of sufficient memory on at least one of the PMs at any given time.
In order to enable applications with memory demands more than physically available
on a single PM, some proposed methods suggest over provisioning the system with
resources. This includes adding a hybrid memory system [67] [68] [69], or adding
dedicated blade servers that stores all data on their main memory [70]. The drawback
to these approaches is the additional expense and the requirement to install new hardware.
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Cluster-wide or remote memory, has been studied under various names such as
Memory Aggregation, Transcendent Memory, and Memory Pooling. Broadly, this idea
has been applied to individual processes, clusters as a whole, or VMs. It involves making
use of idle memory located at remote nodes. Remote Memory can be categorized into two
approaches - remote memory swapping [71] [72] [73], and remote memory mapping [74].
Specifically for VMs, both of these remote memory approaches have been proposed using
either software based approaches, or RDMA hardware based solutions [75]. While RDMA
hardware based approaches generally perform better than software based solutions, they
come at the cost of expensive equipment and special network cards.
In case of VMs, remote swapping can achieve hypervisor agnostic remote memory
access using network block devices (NBD) as swap devices [76]. These methods are
advantageous since they require little to no modification of the Guest OS as well as the
underlying host OS. The disadvantage is that they suffer from significant lack of granularity.
Swap is system wide which prevents restricting its usage to certain processes or VMs.
Solutions to replace swapping have been included in the Linux kernel such as using
a combination of cleancache, frontswap, and ramster with the transcendent memory patch
set. RAMster is one transparent remote memory solution that allows a PM to rely on
physical memory of another remote PM. It offers some advantages such as using zcache
for local compression, and reducing network usage by off-line transfer of memory contents.
Even with these advantages, modifications are needed to the hypervisor that renders these
solutions hypervisor dependent. Additionally, reworked backend implementations are
needed for any required functionality that already exists in the kernel.
Another promising approach is the use of elastic operating systems that span multiple
PMs in the datacenter and hence can view memory on multiple PMs[77]. However, they
require major modifications to the OS and their deployment is not trivial.
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Other methods for VM remote memory access include those described by MemX
[78], TMemCanal [79] and Overdriver [80].

These rely on features of a particular

hypervisor (Xen) to work.
The Hecatonchire Project [75] uses the RDMA functionality of the Kernel to support
both hardware and software based remote memory access. On further inspection, the
project which is currently offline, appears more suited for hardware-based RDMA. It also
requires modification of the host kernel as well as the hypervisor and thus, cannot be
applied indiscriminately to all hypervisors. In addition, the currently available prototype
used for testing, cannot dynamically switch to a new provider PM.
Literature also exists to try and intelligently allocate remote memory in order to avoid
overloading the PMs. Overdriver, which is most similar to ACE-M, does not consider
Network or Block I/O usage. It is useful to avoid remote swapping due to transient bursts
in memory in overcommitted VMs. Also, it only considers migration of the VM or remote
swap at the moment of high usage, thus is not proactive. Two other approaches similar
to ACE-M are [76] and [81] which use remote swapping with thresholds to select suitable
provider PMs. While [76] acknowledges that about 50% network bandwidth is used for
remote memory accessing, neither considers network usage in the decision making process.
As opposed to these methods, this thesis discusses a remote memory accessing
mechanism that utilizes swap with minor modification in the Linux kernel that makes it
both hypervisor agnostic, and granular. The ACE-M framework utilizes VM resource usage
predictions based on Chaos Theory to intelligently choose remote provider PMs. This
allows VMs to perform computations requiring more memory than physically available
on the host PM, while reducing degradation of the rest of the cluster. To the best of our
knowledge, no framework exists that utilizes prediction mechanisms to service VM remote
memory requirements.

CHAPTER 3
PREDICTION AND CONSOLIDATION OF VIRTUAL MACHINES

This chapter discusses a framework to predict VM loads in servers and consolidate
them, allowing the PMs to be switched off to save energy or to be repurposed for other
requirements. The central feature of the framework is Chaos Theory modeled for VM
loads.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 presents some principles
of Chaos Theory from the point of view of VM loads. Section 3.2 describes the approach
used to build the whole framework. Section 3.3 illustrates the system design of the
framework. Section 3.4 includes the experimental setup and elucidates the efficacy of the
protocol through experiments. Section 3.5 summarizes and concludes the chapter.

3.1

Chaos Theory for VM Loads

A feature of chaos is the apparent unpredictability of its future. This feature is known as
the ‘sensitivity dependence on initial conditions’. For example, if two initial conditions
have a small difference, their difference after time will be an exponential separation. While
this means that long term predictions are difficult in such systems, short term predictions
based on the current state of the system can be made. For example, it might be known
from history that a VM’s nighttime load is relatively less to its daytime load on Fridays.
In this case, while it is not possible to predict a VM’s behavior weeks into the future, on a
Friday morning, predictions should be possible for its load for the next 12 hours based on
its behavior during Fridays in the past and its overall behavior during the current week.
A detailed discussion of Chaos Theory is beyond the scope of this chapter. In
this section, some important aspects that are relevant to the problem domain and the
mathematical steps to make future predictions are described. Chaos Theory has been
extensively described in literature ([82], [83]).
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3.1.1

Chaotic Loads

To check whether a time series is chaotic or not, one needs to calculate and analyze the
maximum Lyapunov Exponent (λ ) of the series. A system is called a chaotic system if its
maximum Lyapunov exponent is positive. This task is much easier than the calculation of
all the λ s. The method described in [84] was used to calculate the maximum λ for sample
loads from Google Trace Data, NASA website trace, and Worldcup website trace. The
maximum λ for each is positive.
Note that while all perfectly cyclic loads (like sine waves) tend to be chaotic, not all
chaotic loads are perfectly cyclic.
In case of VM loads, the patterns that they demonstrate depend on a variety of
conditions, mostly predetermined at the time of creation of the VM. These conditions could
include the type of service the VM offers (web/ database/ mail/ game server) as well as the
geographic location and popularity of the VM. Thus, while every VM will follow certain
basic local patterns like daily cycles, there will tend to be huge overall variations, that
should nevertheless be consistent for a given VM.

3.1.2

Prediction using Chaos Theory

Assuming the time series of a resource load to be ‘T’, the major steps in prediction using
Chaos Theory are as follows:
• Convert the single dimension time series T to a multi-dimensional phase-space
matrix
• Use Nearest Neighbors to determine the next row in the phase-space matrix
• Convert the phase-space matrix back to time series
For the first conversion, methods described by Cao et al [85] and Fraser et al [86]
were used.
Let the original time series for a resource on a particular VM be given by:
T = (T1 , T2 , ..., Tn )

(3.1)
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Construct a phase-space matrix of the form:
Y = [y1 , y2 , ..., yn−(d−1)τ ]

(3.2)

yi = Ti , Ti+τ , ..., Ti+(d−1)τ

(3.3)

where yi is a row in Y and

The terms d (embedding dimension) and τ (delay) are important for the correct working
of the Chaos model. Fraser’s method is used to first calculate τ and then Cao’s method
achieves d based on that.
At the current time, assume the last row of the phase-space matrix to be yt . Find
all yk which are the Nearest Neighbors of yt . The Nearest Neighbors are simply the rows
which are at minimum distance from yt . The distance between two rows is calculated by
subtracting the corresponding elements and averaging the differences.
Then, make a prediction for the next row yt+1 using the following prediction model:
NN(yt )

yt+1 =

∑

(y j+1 − y j + yt )w j (yt , y j )

(3.4)

j=1

where, NN(yt ) denotes the nearest neighbors of yt , and w j is simply a weight based on the
distance of y j and yt
Now, yt+1 is the prediction for the next row in phase-space. Append this row to Y
and convert back to time series.
The conversion back to time series is quite straightforward. From Y, simply take the
first column and then the last τ rows from all the subsequent columns. If the length of
the new time series is N’, obviously, the last N-N’ data points are the future predictions.
Calculate yt+1 , yt+2 and so on until enough future predictions are made.

3.2

The Approach

The basic steps of VM consolidation are as follows:
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• Collect relevant VM statistics
• Deduce patterns in the statistics
• Forecast load values for some time in the future
• Rearrange VMs based on these forecast loads using live migration
The VM statistics needed are the loads at equidistant time intervals for the four
resources (Memory, CPU, IO, and Network). At any point the framework maintains a
history of these loads for each VM up to the current time. It then applies concepts from
Chaos Theory to deduce patterns in the loads (based on the history) and also forecast future
possible loads.
In this section first the general application of concepts from Chaos Theory to the
forecasting of VM loads is discussed. Subsequently, certain optimizations that were applied
in order to make the framework work more efficiently are described.

3.2.1

Single VM Resource Load Forecasting

For the historical time-series maintained for each resource of each VM, Chaos Theory as
described in the previous section is used to predict the load for some time units in the future.
Using this logic, at any time, the framework can calculate the probable future values at a
per VM, per resource level.
The following are some optimizations, that while not required, enhance the framework
and make it faster, more accurate, and more scalable.

3.2.2

Hierarchical Representation

The previous subsection enabled load forecasting of a single resource on a single VM given
its historical data. However, the calculations of d and τ become complex as the number of
data points and the number of inherent cycles increase. Also, the computations increase
considerably with a large amount of historical data. In order to reduce this complexity an
optimization is added to the framework, where forecasting is done at different levels of
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Figure 3.1 Illustration of hierachical analysis reducing data points.
data, instead of the whole data. This simplifies calculations for d and τ and also proves
computationally less intensive.
As an over-simplified example of what the hierarchical analysis achieves, the Figure
3.1 shows three levels for a VM. Level 0 is the original data of the loads collected. As
can be seen, there are three dominant cycles in the load. Level 1 shows that the same load
has been stripped of the smallest cycle and only shows two major cycles. Level 3 again
normalizes one cycle to show only one cycle.
The load statistics are still collected at regular, equidistant intervals. However, more
levels of statistics are stored now. Every level is an abstracted version of the previous. From
the original data, the base level or level0 is is created by normalizing and thresholding the
original data. Suppose there are n original data points. Then, every x contiguous values
(x defined later) from level0 are averaged out to give n/x data points. Moving averages of
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these are taken and thresholded. These n/x data points form level1. The same is applied
again to form level2 and so on for a predefined number of levels. New values are added to
each level as and when enough statistics accumulate at the tail of the previous level. This
requires very few computations at any given time.
In general, for a level L, the time series T is given by
TL = [TL1 , TL2 , ..., TLn/x ]

(3.5)

x−1

TempLi = ( ∑ T(L−1)(i∗x)+ j )/x

(3.6)

j=0

x−1

TLi = ( ∑ TempLi+ j )/x

(3.7)

j=0

Thus, the above equation can be used to calculate a value of time series in a level,
based on the previous level.
At every time instance different levels exist that describe the VM’s load with different
levels of precision, each level with less values than the previous. The idea is to start at
the topmost, most abstract level, and begin applying the chaos theory algorithm. Suitable
values of τ and d are calculated. This calculation is now less complex since the data points
and number of cycles or variations have been reduced. Then the algorithm continues.
However, instead of calculating the prediction, simply the Nearest Neighbors in this level’s
Phase Space Matrix is found. A new Phase Space Matrix of only the Nearest Neighbor
rows is formed, with each row replaced by x rows comprising of the corresponding points
from the previous level.
Thus for level L, the Phase Space Matrix will have number(Nearest Neighbors in
L+1)*x rows. Then Nearest Neighbor comparison is performed on this Phase Space Matrix.
This means, in every previous level the framework only searches in the vicinity of rows
corresponding to the Nearest Neighbors of the current level. This process continues all the
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way down to the base level, where the rest of the forecasting steps are completed and a yt+1
calculated.
By intelligently choosing the number of levels, the total comparisons to be done can
be greatly reduced. Also, the final forecasting calculations are made in a subset of the base
level series.

3.3

System Design

A prototype of the framework was setup in Python with some portions of Chaos Theory
calculations written in C. All machines in the cluster run Ubuntu 12.04 and have kvm,
libvirt 0.10.1 (with virsh) and virt-top 1.0.6 installed on them. Based on the logic described
in the previous section, the framework consists of the following components:
• Stats Collector
• Analyzer
• Decision Maker
• Migrator
One of the PMs in the cluster is chosen as the ‘Master’. All the above components
reside on this machine. Since there are no special requirements for the Master, it can still
be a regular node in the cluster and host virtual machines just like other nodes.
The final goal of the framework is to predict (for sometime in the future) how the
VMs are going to behave and based on that re-arrange them (if necessary) to occupy as few
a PMs as possible. In this section, each of these components shall be described.

3.3.1

Stats Collector

The Stats Collector component uses the remote capabilities of virt-top and virsh (domblkstat
and domifstat) to query each PM in the cluster through ssh. Each PM then provides the
master with statistics for CPU, Memory, Block I/O, and Network usages for each VM
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Figure 3.2 Logical flow of Stats-Collector and Analyzer.

residing on it. This information is conveniently provided as a csv file. The statistics are
collected every 5 seconds.
Using the equation mentioned in the previous section, the latest values for each
hierarchical level are calculated. In this thesis, the value of x is chosen to be 5. This value
has been chosen simply because it divides up the collected time series into approximate
groups of 10 mins, an hour, a day and so on in each corresponding level. Since in the
base level (level 0) each value is the load at intervals of 5 seconds, the values in higher
levels approximately represent loads of the durations shown in Table 3.1. In the experiment
test-bed, since the experiments are run for 2 weeks at a time, the framework goes no more
than 3 levels, since not enough data points accumulate in the higher levels.
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Table 3.1 Significance of Each Data Point in a Level
Level

1

2

3

4

5

6

...

Time Unit

25 secs

2 mins

10 mins

1 hour

5 hours

1 day

...

Once the latest values for each level are calculated, the encoding is applied and
the final encoded integer for each level is appended to a file corresponding to that level.
Technically, any value of x can be chosen that suitably creates the hierarchical structure.
Pre-knowledge of the cluster behavior (if any) can be used to make an even more
intelligent decision of x.

3.3.2

Analyzer

The Analyzer goes through the hierarchical files and uses the modified Chaos Theory
algorithm described in the previous section to come up with predictions for some time t in
the future. This time t has to be significantly greater than the average time it takes to migrate
a VM plus the average turn-off and turn-on times of PMs. The framework automatically
adjusts and settles on a value of t after a few migrations. In the experimental testbed, t was
generally about 10 mins. Thus, the framework consolidates VMs only if they can coexist
for at least 10 minutes. Otherwise, it runs the risk of migrating VMs and shutting down
PMs, only to turn them on a few minutes later.
A particular resource on a VM can have a load between 0 and 100. Based on initial
experiments, the average error in prediction is +/-10. This error is bearable if the predicted
value is greater than the actual value. However, if the predicted value is less than the actual
value, it might result in a VM placement such that the host PM overloads, thus providing
a VM less resources than it needs. This means the VM has to contend with other VMs
for its share of at least one resource. This is defined as a Service Level Objective (SLO)
violation for that VM. In order to avoid this, some buffer value is added to each predicted
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Figure 3.3 Different buffer padding overload and ffficiency.
value. This obviously has a trade-off that the consolidation is slightly less than optimal, but
it drastically reduces possible PM overloads.
To decide on a buffer value to add, a few sets of experiments were run with different
values of the buffer. Figure 3.3 shows the effect of adding some buffer to the predicted
value on the % of VMs violating SLO and the % of PMs freed up.
Obviously, adding a very low value as buffer means better consolidation but more
overloads. On the other hand, adding a very high value means less overloads but worse
consolidation. Therefore, it was chosen to add an extra 15 to each predicted value since it
results in almost no overloads. While the framework currently doesn’t do so, this value can
be fine-tuned on the run by comparing errors in predicted and actual values every time.
Finally, the framework goes through the predicated values and come up with one
number for each resource that is indicative of the resource’s behavior in the next t minutes.
This is simply the average of the resource’s predicted values for the next t minutes. These
values for all four resources for all VMs are then input to the Decision Maker.

3.3.3

Decision Maker

The Decision Maker goes through the average predicted values and tries to rearrange the
VMs so that the least number of PMs are used with some guarantee that none of the PMs
will be overloaded for at least t minutes.
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The framework at this point knows the capacity of each PM and the predicted values
of the VM resources. This is treated similar to a multi-dimensional bin-packing problem.
The problem is simplified by clipping all load predictions to one of four values (high,
moderate, fair, low).Thus the VMs are packed into the PMs based on the knowledge that
one PM can have a certain number of high VMs.

3.3.4

Migrator

The Migrator receives the Decision Maker’s suggested configuration and then remotely
live-migrates the VMs over ssh to achieve this configuration. It takes into consideration a
variety of factors including the fact that no PM should even temporarily overload during
migration. In case the suggested configuration requires more PMs than the ones already
running, the Migrator remotely turns on suitable machines. Once the migrations are done,
all PMs that are not being used are remotely switched off or prepped for other purposes as
required.

3.4

Experimental Results and Evaluations

The framework was tested on a test-bed of 12 PMs. Each PM had an i-3 Processor, with
4 GB of RAM running Ubuntu 12.04. Each VM was created with 1 GB of RAM, running
a server flavor of Ubuntu 12.04. This implies that each PM could host a maximum of 4
VMs at full load without overloading. Thus the total number of Virtual Machines hosted
in the cluster was 48. The load patterns were based on trace-data collected from Google
Data Trace [50], NASA’s website, Clarknet Data, and the World Cup website [87] over
maximum 2 months. The data was scaled-down so that it fit within 2 weeks. Also since the
loads applied were from the same time-zone, each VMs load was randomly time-shifted
to demonstrate usage in different time zones. For the Google Cluster Data, traces for
150 random machines were separated from the total machine traces available. For each
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machine, the sum of the usages of all the tasks at each time instant was used as the load
value.
The NASA, Clarknet and World Cup traces with sampling rates of 1 minute were
used to drive RUBiS web servers (PHP) [88].
For the Google Data Traces with sampling rate of 5 minutes, to generate the actual
loads on the VM, the following tools were used, driven by the traces:
• Memory: LAME encoder [89], Stress utility, IOzone [90]
• CPU: LAME encoder, Stress utility
• Block IO: IOzone
• Network: netperf [91]
To compare the framework, versions of predictors using Fourier Transform and
Sliding Windows (FFT w. SW) based partly on [48] and Wavelets with Markov Chains
(WMC) using Haar and Daubechies functions based on [51] were built. At every prediction
stage, predictions were made for the next 60 steps. For FFT and WMC, 3000 preceding
historical points were used to make the predictions, while for the framework all of the
preceding historical points were used. The actual maximum resource usage was 100,
though for easy comparisons, they have been normalized to 1.

3.4.1

Prediction Analysis

At a given time, each VM resource can have a maximum load of 100. Figure 3.4 shows the
actual and predicted loads of a single CPU resource of a VM for one run of the experiment.
The times are in 5 minutes.
The prediction accuracy of the framework is analyzed on three aspects. Figure 3.5
shows the Mean Square Error (MSE) of the framework, WMC, and FFT w. SW for all the
data traces used. It can be seen that the framework outperforms the other two methods for
all data traces with MSE between 0.005 and 0.015.
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Figure 3.4 Single VM resource load prediction sample.

Figure 3.5 Mean Square Error.

n

MSE = 1/n ∑ (predicted − actual)2

(3.8)

j=1

Figure 3.6 is the cumulative distribution for the MSE for the WorldCup data trace.
With respect to the other methods, the framework converges quickly and nearly 80%
predicted values are below 0.004.
Since the framework relies on co-existence and dynamic nature of VMs in a cluster, it
is important to analyze the total number of VMs at any time that are predicted wrong. From
the point of view of consolidation, the conditions for wrong predictions can be relaxed. In
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Figure 3.6 Cumulative distribution of MSE.

Figure 3.7 Average % VMs with error > threshold.
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Figure 3.8 Average physical machines freed up.

Figure 3.9 % VMs violating SLO.
general, if the absolute error of a prediction is below a threshold, the prediction is still useful
and results in negligible SLO violations and/or under-consolidation. In all the experiments,
since the maximum resource usage of a VM can be 100, the threshold is set to 10. Figure
3.7 demonstrates % VMs in the cluster predicted wrong on an average by this definition for
the entire experiment run. Again, the framework has only 5% to 10% wrongly predicted
VMs on an average.

3.4.2

Consolidation Analysis

Three sets of experiments were run. Each time, the experiment was run for two weeks
and the number of PMs freed up and the number of VMs violating SLO was recorded. A
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VM (v) violates SLO when, for any resource, (total capacity of the host PM) - (sum of
requirements of other VMs on that host) < (requirement of VM v)
Since the RUBiS webservers did not generate enough memory loads, for the
consolidation set of experiments, only the Google Memory and CPU data traces were used.
Figure 3.8 shows a comparison of average PMs freed-up for the framework against an
optimal solution (retroactively calculated) as well as versions of FFT w. SW and WMC for
the three runs of the experiment. Figure 3.9 displays the average number of VMs violating
SLO at any given time during the experiments. With the framework, on an average 4.8 of
12 Machines remained freed up during the period, with about 0.44 of 48 VMs violating
SLO at any time.

3.4.3

Overhead Analysis

The time to compute for the framework without the hierarchical optimization and WMC is
similar. As the historical data considered for prediction increases, the number of points to
analyze increases linearly. This results in a sharp increase in per prediction computation
time. On the other hand, using hierarchical levels, the number of data points to analyze
increase slowly and so does the computation time as history becomes large. Figure
3.10 shows the data points to analyze with and without using hierarchical levels as the
historical data increases. Based on this, Figure 3.11 shows the time taken to calculate 60
predictions points in the future with and without using hierarchical levels as the historical
data considered increases.
Finally, Table 3.2 shows the statistics in terms of % of PMs freed up (out of 12). It
also shows the average % of VMs (out of 48) with SLO violations for the framework as
well as FFT w. SW and WMC.
When compared to the optimal configuration, the framework under-performs as
expected. On an average, the framework can turn off 80% of the PMs that could be turned
off optimally while keeping the average SLO Violating VMs to about 3%. This is based
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Figure 3.10 Comparison of # data points.

Figure 3.11 Comparison of time to predict.
in two aspects of the framework. First, the prediction errors inherent in Chaos Theory
and second, the padding or compensation that were added to the predicted loads to offset
under-prediction errors.
As seen in Table 3.2, for various real world loads, the framework outperforms both
FFT w. SW and WMC in terms of consolidating VMs in the least number of PMs. Further,
it also keeps the % of SLO Violating VMs much smaller than the other methods. This is
expected since the framework is unaffected by multiple cycles. In comparison to WMC,
due to the nature of chaos theory, every predicted data point does not depend solely on the
previous data point. This helps the framework make better multi-step predictions at a time.
Moreover, the hierarchical analysis makes it feasible for the framework to quickly consider
all of the past history rather than just a window of historical data.
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Table 3.2 Avg. % of PMs Freed Up/ % VMs Violating SLO
Optimal

Framework

WMC

FFT w. SW

Free-Up

50

40

35

24

Violations

NA

3

7

20

3.5

Summary

This chapter discussed that VM loads in data-centers follow a chaotic pattern and hence,
Chaos Theory is a viable option for their prediction.

Based on the experiments, a

framework was demonstrated that uses some concepts from Chaos Theory along with some
optimizations to analyze and predict loads of the four resources of Virtual Machines with
some precision. The final goal of the framework is to use the predictions to re-arrange
the VMs in the cluster to reduce the number of PMs being used, while guaranteeing some
level of QoS. It was shown that the framework works suitably for loads that have multiple
inherent cycles and is scalable for large historical data. No assumptions need to be made
on the type of load cycles or their periods.
Finally, the framework was compared to an optimal case, as well as other time series
methods (FFT with Sliding Windows and Wavelets with Markov Chains). The results show
that using the framework frees up about 80% of the under-utilized PMs that could have been
optimally freed up, with an SLO violation of about 3%. Further, with respect to an optimal
configuration the framework is able to free up about 30% more PMs compared to the other
methods, with significantly less VM SLO violations. Moreover, it was analyzed that the
framework is faster than other time series methods as the size of historical data increases.
As further optimizations to the framework, there are plans to port it to other
hypervisors including Xen. In the future, the decision making process could include one
more parameter - pre-migration or post-migration. Based on the VMs’ predicted loads in
the future and the characteristics of pre and post migration, the framework could determine
the desired form of migration for each VM.

CHAPTER 4
AMORTIZED LIVE MIGRATION OF VIRTUAL MACHINES

This chapter discusses a network efficient, amortized live migration protocol that utilizes
the inter-VM similarity between pages.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 presents the approach
to solve the two issues of network efficiency and fast migration times for live migration.
Section 4.2 discusses the design considerations and implementation of a prototype. Section
4.3 includes the experimental setup and elucidates the efficacy of the protocol through
experiments. Section 4.4 summarizes and concludes the chapter.

4.1

The Approach

Figure 4.1 depicts an overview of the framework. The framework applies to a subset of
physical nodes from the cluster that choose to participate and among which migration is
desired. In a datacenter, since VMs are not migrated to random nodes, this subset could be
a set of nodes contributing to a private cloud, or a group of nodes servicing the same user.
From this subset, one node is chosen at random as the Directory Server while the others
are denoted as Hosts. The Directory Server is only responsible for syncing the various
hosts while the remainder of the protocol is distributed. The Directory Server, which has
no special requirements, can also function as a regular host.

4.1.1

Memory Page Distribution

Each Host in the cluster runs a number of VMs and is responsible for maintaining a list of
memory pages that are important to the VMs residing on it. These pages are called Locally
Significant Pages. This significance depends on the continued existence and use of the
page by VMs in the Host. The hosts inform the Directory Server of their respective Locally
Significant Pages by sending hashes of the pages. The Directory Server on its part analyzes
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Figure 4.1 System overview.
these hashes and maintains a list of memory pages that are important throughout all the
VMs in the cluster. These are called Globally Significant Pages. Note that all Locally
Significant Pages need not appear in the Globally Significant Pages list. The decision
of marking pages significant or insignificant depends on how often that page is used by
different VMs, how many different VMs use that page, and how long that page is in use.
This is covered in later sections.
The Directory Server then tries to spread the most significant global pages across
hosts in the cluster that do not already have them. It does this by periodically identifying
free hosts and requesting hosts that have the significant pages to send them to the hosts that
do not. Thus each host has a set of locally significant pages and a set of globally significant
pages. At any given time, for each host, the Directory Server also maintains a mapping for
all pages that the host has from the Globally Significant Pages.
This periodic distribution of significant pages is depicted in Figure 4.2. As can be
seen the Host transfers hashes of pages it deems significant to the Directory Server, which
in turn requests other Hosts to provide globally significant pages. The significance marking
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Figure 4.2 Periodical.
of the pages ensures that unnecessary memory transfer does not occur during this periodic
phase.

4.1.2

Live Migration

Once this distribution and sharing has taken place, Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show how both preand post- copy live migration work with less network usage. In case of pre-copy migration
(Figure 4.3), the Directory Server informs the Source of all the pages that it shares with
the Destination using a Mapping File. Once migration starts, the Source only needs to
transfer those pages that are not already existent at the Destination. For all other pages the
Destination fetches them locally. For example, in Figure 4.3, the Source has to transfer
pages P1, P2, P3, and P4 to the Destination. However, P2 and P4 already exist on the
Destination. Therefore, the Source only transfers pages P1 and P3.
In case of post-copy migration (Figure 4.4), the Directory Server additionally
identifies a Secondary Source that shares a lot of pages with the Original or Primary
Source. Now the Destination can either pull up pages locally or from the Secondary
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Figure 4.3 During Pre-Copy.
Source on-demand. The Primary Source is only responsible for the pages that are unique
to it. Once those subset of pages are transferred to the Destination, the Primary Source is
deemed free and is not required in the migration any more. For example, in Figure 4.4, the
Destination needs to pull pages P1, P2, P3, and P4. Since the Destination already has P2, it
fetches the page locally. P3 and P4 are remotely pulled from the Secondary Source, while
the Primary Source is only responsible for P1.
Note that throughout the chapter ‘page’ refers to the contents of the memory page.
Thus, similar, shared, or common pages are pages that have the same content, and not that
they are the same page frame number in memory.
The details of various aspects of the cluster to achieve the protocol explained in the
previous section are now described.
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Figure 4.4 During Post-Copy.
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4.2

System Design

A prototype of the approach described previously was built using KVM and QEMU. The
important considerations for the prototype are how to store the memory and various page
mappings, as well as the actual protocol during runtime.

4.2.1

Storing Memory and Mappings

This subsection discusses the various files and formats that are used to maintain a record
of the memory pages, their hashes, and their identifiers. Since the Hosts and the Directory
Servers store slightly different information, each is dealt with separately.

At the Host

Every Host maintains a Memory Pool File (MP) and a Memory Pool Hash

File (MPH). The MP is the set of Locally and Globally Significant Pages as mentioned
before. It ideally contains all the important pages in the cluster. The MPH contains the
hashes of all the pages in the MP.
Every page in the MP is given a unique integer Identifier. This Identifier can be
arbitrary and only needs to be unique within the host’s MP. It has no implication to or
derivation from the page’s actual memory address in a particular VM. Since this Identifier
should label each page in the MP, for memory of size 4 GB, an integer of 64 bits should be
sufficient.
The only constraint on the MP is that at all times it must remain sorted on the
Identifiers. At any time, new pages may be added to the MP and /or existing pages may be
removed. This can happen in a number of scenarios or phases of the protocol as shall be
seen shortly.
The constraint on the MPH is that it should be maintained sorted on the hash values.
Each hash value also has the same Identifier as the corresponding page in MP. The hash
values for each page will be 20 bytes.
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If P1 , P2 , P3 are page contents, the MP looks like:
1 : P1
2 : P2

(4.1)

3 : P3
The MPH (assuming Hash(P2 ) < Hash(P3 ) < Hash(P1 )) looks like:
Hash(P2 ) : 2
Hash(P3 ) : 3

(4.2)

Hash(P1 ) : 1
At the Directory Server

The Directory Server maintains the Global Memory Pool Hash

File (GMPH), and additionally, for each host, separate Host Mapping Files (HM).
The GMPH is similar to the MPH but is at a global level and contains unique hashes
and global Identifiers for all the important pages in the cluster. The Identifiers and hashes
are again, 64 bits and 20 bytes respectively.
An example GMPH would be:
Hash(P2 ) : 1
Hash(P3 ) : 2

(4.3)

Hash(P4 ) : 4
Hash(P1 ) : 3
In this case, the HM for the Host based on the MPH in the previous example
(Subsection 4.2.1) would be:
1:2
2:3
3:1

(4.4)
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Notice that for a particular Host, the HM maps its local Identifiers to the pages’ global
Identifiers as stored by the Directory Server.
The sizes of the MPs and hence, the GMP are not allowed to increases arbitrarily.
As will be seen, the protocol applies certain prioritizing algorithms to determine the
significance of pages in the cluster and actively discards insignificant pages. This limits
the MPs to a predefined size.

4.2.2

The Protocol

The protocol is characterized by 3 Phases.
• Collection Phase - Update MP, MPH, GMPH, HM.
• Push Phase - Clean up Memory Pools by adding significant pages and removing
insignificant ones.
• Migration Phase - Use MP, MPH and HM to migrate VM from source host to
destination host using either pre-copy or post-copy migration.

Collection Phase

The collection takes place at a per Host level whenever the Host is

relatively free in terms of its Memory, CPU, Network, and Block I/O usage. The aim of
the Collection Phase is to transfer locally significant page Identifiers from the Host to the
Directory Server and globally significant pages in the cluster to the Host. The collection
phase has to be viewed from the Host’s as well as the Directory Server’s perspective. Steps
1-7 in Figure 4.5 depict steps in the Collection Phase below.
From the Host’s perspective, whenever it is free it initiates the collection phase with
the Directory Server and performs the following algorithmic steps to update its MP and
MPH.
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Figure 4.5 Collection and Push Phase details.
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Step 1
for each VM do
Dump Memory
end for

Steps 2 and 3
for each New Page do
PageID = LastIdentifier in MP + 1
LastIdentifier ++
end for
Sort New Pages on PageID
for each New Page do
PageHash = SHA1(Page)
end for
Sort on PageHash
for each New Page do
if Page in MP then
PageLocalSignificance ++
Remove New Page and Hash from Memory Dump
else
PageLocalSignificance = 0
end if
end for
MP = MP + MemoryDump
for each New Page Hash do
Insert into MPH (sorted)
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end for

Step 4
for each New Page do
if PageLocalSignificance > Threshold then
Send PageID:PageHash to Directory Server
end if
end for

Step 5
for each Page NOT in MP do
Send remove(PageID) to Directory Server
end for

The significance value of each page ensures that the Host does not send constantly
changing pages during every Collection Phase.
From the Directory Server’s perspective, whenever a host initiates the collection
phase, the Directory Server performs the following steps to update its GMPH and HM.

Step 6
for each received PageHash do
if PageHash in GMPH then
GMPH[PageHash] += HostID
else
Insert PageHash in GMPH
GMPH[PageHash] = HostID
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end if
end for

Step 7
for each received PageHash do
Update HM with GMPH-PageID
end for
Notice that throughout this phase, only the 20 byte hash for each page is sent to the
Directory Server and not the whole page. Once the Collection Phase ends, the Directory
Server enters the Push Phase and the Host waits to receive any globally significant pages
from the other Hosts.
Push Phase

The Push Phase is predominantly initiated at the Directory Server and

consists of three important steps - calculation of page global significance, the actual
requests for pushing of globally significant pages to hosts, and suggesting hosts to get
rid of some insignificant pages. Steps 8-10 in Figure 4.5 depict the Collection Phase.
The global significance of a page is assigned as an integer value every time the
Directory Server receives some page information from one of the hosts (at the end of the
Collection Phase). The significance of a page is dependent on two factors: number of hosts
in the cluster using it and average length of time it stays relevant.
Based on the information the Directory Server receives from the Hosts during the
Collection Phase, the global significance scores for pages are maintained with the following
rules:
• All new pages start off with a negative significance of -10
• Every time a page is in the MP of a ‘new’ host, the significance is increased by a
factor (+1 for the first new host, +10 for the second new host, +20 for the third new
host, so on)
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• Every time an ‘orphaned’ page exists its significance is decreased by a factor like
above
• Every time a host continues to have the page in its MP significance is increased by 1
• Every time a host that had the page no longer uses it, significance is decreased by 1
These rules ensure that pages that are used by a lot of VMs are given high global
significance. Also, while continued existence of a page in a Host’s MP is rewarded, it is
less rewarded than new Hosts having that page.
At the end of the Collection Phase and after marking global significance for received
pages, the Directory Server checks the HM to see if the top most significant pages exist at
the Host. If they don’t, the Directory Server requests other Hosts that have those pages in
their MP to send the pages to the original Host. Any of these requested Hosts, if free, can
inform the Directory Server and push those pages to the original Host. The number of pages
pushed depends on the network usage and availability of Hosts at that time. These pages
are included by the original Host in its MP with a special marker. Since these pages are not
local to the Host their existence at the Host should not artificially inflate their significance.
The marker ensures that the Host does not contribute to the significance of the page.
Finally, as the last step of the Push Phase, the Directory Server goes through the
Host’s HM and looks for pages with really low significance that exist due to a previous Push
Phase (indicated by the marker). If such pages exist, the Directory Server indicates to the
host that the pages can be removed from its MP by sending the corresponding Identifiers.
The Host then removes the pages and acknowledges the Directory Server, which in turn
then updates the Host’s HM.

Migration Phase

The migration phase works slightly different in case of Pre-Copy and

Post-Copy. Figure 4.6 illustrates details during Pre-Copy migration. Note that steps (4) to
(7-a,b) are repeated for each page to be migrated. To begin, the Source first consults the
Directory Server and informs it of the Destination. If Guided Mode is used, the Source
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Figure 4.6 Pre-Copy: Migration Phase details.
provides the Directory Server with a list of possible Destinations, which then informs the
Source of the most suitable of those based on amount of pages shared. The Directory Server
then goes through the two HMs and combines them to generate a mapping of all memory
pages that exist both at the Source and the Destination. This mapping is simply:

SrcIDa : DestIDx
SrcIDb : DestIDy
(4.5)
SrcIDc : DestIDz
:
This mapping is then sent to the Source and migration begins as usual.
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For each page to transfer, the Source first hashes the page and obtains its identifier (if
any) from the MPH. Since the MPH is kept sorted according to the hashes, this search is
quick. It then checks if the identifier exists in the first column of the mapping it received.
Again, the mapping received is already sorted on the Source Identifier, making the search
quick. If the identifier does exist in the mapping, then the Source simply transfers the
Destination Identifier to the Destination. Otherwise it transfers the whole page. Hence if a
page exists at the Destination, only 64 bits instead of 4 kB need to be sent.
The Destination checks if the received data is an identifier. In this case, it copies the
page corresponding to the identifier from its MP. Otherwise, it copies the received page as
usual. Once again, obtaining the page from the MP is trivial, since the MP is already sorted
on the Identifier.
This process continues iteratively like Pre-Copy till all the pages or the Identifiers
are transferred to the Destination. If the page dirty rate is high, after certain iterations, the
remaining pages (or their Identifiers) are transferred via stop-and-copy, just like in regular
pre-copy. The Destination VM is then started and the Source VM is paused.
Figure 4.7 illustrates details during Post-Copy migration. For Post-Copy, the Source
(now called Primary Source) again consults the Directory Server and informs it of the
Destination. The Directory Server prepares the Primary Source to Destination mapping
again. However, in this case, the Directory Server also identifies a third host based on the
HMs that has the maximum pages shared with the Primary Source. This host is called
the Secondary Source. A mapping is also prepared between the Primary Source and the
Secondary Source. The Directory Server sends these mappings to the Source. These
mappings look like:
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Figure 4.7 Post-Copy: Migration Phase details.
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PriSrcIDa : DestIDx
PriSrcIDb : DestIDy
(4.6)
PriSrcIDc : DestIDz
:
and

PriSrcIDa : SecSrcIDx
PriSrcIDb : SecSrcIDy
(4.7)
PriSrcIDc : SecSrcIDz
:
The Source then pauses the VM, and creates a mapping of all current page addresses
to either an identifier from the Primary Source, Secondary Source, or Destination based on
the mappings received. This new address:identifier mapping is then sent to the Destination.
Since the mapping does not contain the actual pages, it is relatively small. This mapping
looks like:

PriSrcAddrA : PriSrcIDa
PriSrcAddrB : SecSrcIDb
(4.8)
PriSrcAddrC : DestIDc
:
Post-copy migration is then initiated. Now, every time the Destination needs to pull
up a page, it first checks the address in the mapping file and correspondingly either pulls it
up from itself, the Secondary Source or the Source, in that order.
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In the meanwhile, if background copy has been enabled, the Source background
copies only those pages that do not exist either on the Destination or the Secondary Source.
Once this is done, the source is free to quit the migration process.

4.3

Experimental Results and Evaluations

To evaluate the prototype system, a testbed cluster of 16 Physical Machines (PM) was used.
Each PM has an i-3 Processor, both HDD and SSD storage, with 4 GB of RAM running
Ubuntu 13.04. Each Virtual Machine was created with 1 GB of RAM, running different
flavors of Linux. This implies that each Physical Machine could host a maximum of 4
VMs at full load without overloading. Thus, the total number of Virtual Machines hosted
in the cluster was 64. To demonstrate the effects of Guest O.S. similarity on page sharing,
different flavors of Linux were used. The flavors used as Guest O.S. included DSL (D.
Small Linux), stress-linux, Ubuntu-server, and a custom built distro bench-linux based on
Ubuntu. Only the memory of the VMs was migrated, while the disks were shared.
Since each PM consisted of 4 GB of RAM, the size of the Host Memory Pool File
(MP) was restricted to 4 GB. If more significant pages were to be added during the Push
Phase, the Directory Server would first suggest removal of some pages to respect this size.
In general, the size of a MP is the same as the total amount of physical memory available
on the PM.
KVM and QEMU were used to build and test a system based on the protocol.
In theory, the protocol can be incorporated in any hypervisor with live migration. For
pre-copy, QEMU’s default module was modified, while for post-copy we used a modified
version of [92]. The only functions modified were in the live migration module of QEMU.
The migration:exec feature of QEMU was modified to create MPs as required without
pausing or otherwise hampering the VM. Further, both the receiving and sending code in
the migration:tcp feature was modified. Before sending a page, the page was first checked
in the reduced subset of MPH. If it existed, only an identifier was sent, else the whole page
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Table 4.1 Avg. % of Pages Shared at Time of Migration (Pre-Copy)
VM’s Guest O.S. on Dest.

VM’s Guest O.S. not on Dest.

Without Push Phase

35%

2%

With Push Phase

40%

20%

Table 4.2 Distribution of Pages during Migration (Post-Copy)
VM’s Guest O.S. on Dest.

VM’s Guest O.S. not on Dest.

Primary Src

50%

55%

Secondary Src

10%

25%

Destination

40%

20%

was sent. At the destination, if an identifier was received, the corresponding page from the
MP was copied to memory else, as usual the received page was copied to memory.
For the sync-up between the host and the Directory Server, during the various phases,
a mix of C, python, and bash script was used.
In order to test the system with real world loads, load patterns obtained from a sample
of the Google Data Trace [50] were used. The two month long trace for memory, CPU,
block i/o, and derived network was scaled down to fit two weeks. To generate the actual
loads matching those patterns the Intel LINPACK [93], and NASA Parallel Benchmarks
[94] were used on each VM.
Based on the real world Google data trace used to generate the loads, low resource
usage for each Host occurred every 30 minutes on an average. This means that the system
could get into the Collection Phase for the Hosts, every 30 minutes on an average without
overloading the resources.

4.3.1

Base Approach Evaluation

The first set of experiments were performed without the Guided Mode, using both HDDs
and SSDs on the host PMs for comparison. The aim of this set of experiments was to
test the network and time savings using the protocol. The experiments were repeated with
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Table 4.3 Avg. Pages in MB Transferred during Migration
(a) Pre-Copy
Operating System

Base Case

Guest O.S. on Dest

Guest O.S. not on Dest

DSL

1120

724

947

stress-linux

1139

825

1020

ubuntu-server

1415

1012

1303

bench-linux

1350

971

1201

Operating System

Base Case

Guest O.S. on Dest

Guest O.S. not on Dest

DSL

950

600

738

stress-linux

1005

620

773

ubuntu-server

1024

672

806

bench-linux

1024

636

785

(b) Post-Copy

three different network bandwidths of 1000 Mbps, 100 Mbps, and 16 Mbps (WAN) for
comprehensive evaluation.
Experiments were performed in two batches. Each batch consisted of three runs,
with each run on a different network speed (1000/100/16 Mbps) assuming full network
bandwidth for migration. In each run, the cluster and the prototype was allowed to run for
2 weeks. In those 2 weeks, 4 VMs were migrated at random every 2 hours and statistics
recorded at the time of migration. In the first batch (three runs) the migrations were done
using pre-copy, while post-copy was used in the second batch (three runs).
Table 4.1 shows the average percentage of pages shared during each migration
through the three runs for pre-copy with and without the Push Phase. The term Guest
O.S. is used to mean the O.S. installed on a VM. It can be seen that if the migrating VM’s
Guest O.S. exists as a Guest O.S. on some VM on the Destination, on an average 40% of
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the pages already exist on the Destination. For cases where the migrating VM’s Guest O.S.
does not exist on the Destination, 20% of the pages exist on the Destination.
Table 4.2 shows the average distribution in percentages of pages for Primary Source,
Secondary Source and Destination during each migration through three runs for post-copy.
Again, when migrating VM’s Guest O.S. exists in some VMs at the Destination, only 50%
of the pages need to be pulled from the Primary Source. 40% of the pages already exist at
the Destination and about 10% of the pages can be pulled from a Secondary Source. For
cases with the VM’s Guest O.S. not existing at the Destination, only 20% of the pages exist
at the Destination. However, 25% of the remaining pages can be pulled from the Secondary
Source, leaving the Primary Source responsible for only 55% of the pages.
One important aspect to note here is that VMs also demonstrate self page similarities
- that is several pages within the VM itself may have the same contents. In this case as
long as the Destination has a copy of those contents, all the similar pages at Source are
considered shared. The numbers discussed above include such shared pages.
Tables 4.3a and 4.3b show the average amount of pages transferred over the network
during migration for the base case as well as the protocol. Note that while the VMs are
created with 1 GB physical memory each, pre-copy needs to transfer more memory due to
page dirtying during migration. Post-copy on the other hand, only needs to transfer 1 GB.
The values shown for post-copy include transfers from the primary as well as the secondary
source.
Table 4.4 displays the average time in milliseconds taken to migrate a VM in a
number of different cases using Pre-Copy with HDD and SSD. These are total migration
time, since the new protocol does not affect migration downtime. For network speeds of
1000/ 100/ 16 Mbps, the times to migrate VMs with four different flavors of Linux have
been recorded separately. The times shown are for the Base Case (current live migration in
KVM), and migration using the protocol. In case of using the protocol, the times to migrate
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when the migrating VM’s Guest O.S. existed on the Destination and when it did not have
been separated.
In case of pure Post-Copy, the actual time to migrate is undefined, since it depends
on if and when the migrated VM needs the memory pages. In practice some amount of
background copying is used. This means, that in addition to pages being pulled, the Source
keeps transferring some other pages to the Destination. In order to enable comparing times
of migration, post-copy with full background copy from the Primary Source was initiated.
This means that the Primary Source transfers all the pages unique to it to the Destination
before declaring itself free. The remaining pages are either pulled locally or from the
Secondary Source.
Table 4.5, therefore, shows times during migration at which the Primary Source is
freed of its duties. Note that the migration itself may not be complete, since pages may
still be needed from the Destination itself or from the Secondary Source. Again, the times
shown are for the Base Case (current live migration in KVM), and migration using the
protocol with HDD and SSD. In case of using the protocol, the times to migrate when
the migrating VM’s Guest O.S. existed on the Destination and when it did not have been
separated.

4.3.2

Guided Mode Evaluation

The first set of experiments performed migrations of random VMs to random Destinations.
In practice, VMs are not placed randomly with other completely different VMs. They
generally reside along with similar VMs in terms of Guest O.S.s and applications running.
As was shown in Table 4.1, due to the protocol, hosts with similar VMs share about 40%
pages. In such cases, where the Destination host is not random, but within a pre-determined
subset of hosts, one other advantage of implementing the protocol is the Guided Mode
which is the selection of the Destination itself. Once the Host decides that a VM has to
move, it sends the Directory Server a list of possible Destinations it can move to. The
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Table 4.4 Pre-Copy: Migrate Times (ms) for Different Network Bandwidths
(a) 1000 Mbps

Operating System

Guest O.S. on Dest

Guest O.S. not on Dest

HDD

SSD

HDD

SSD

Base Case

DSL

12931

9038

7845

11095

10012

stress-linux

15241

10536

8631

13263

12140

ubuntu-server

35083

29311

24167

31837

29751

bench-linux

28738

22584

19410

25360

23963

(b) 100 Mbps

Operating System

Guest O.S. on Dest

Guest O.S. not on Dest

HDD

SSD

HDD

SSD

Base Case

DSL

90572

65483

52102

75574

71840

stress-linux

94905

70226

56051

80237

76914

ubuntu-server

111628

85145

67889

95834

87110

bench-linux

105027

78418

60053

89401

86391

(c) 16 Mbps

Guest O.S. on Dest
Operating System

Guest O.S. not on Dest

Base Case
HDD

SSD

HDD

SSD

DSL

700148

370151

364210

550912

543172

stress-linux

730235

390528

378025

558117

542611

ubuntu-server

781438

421046

391522

610389

616290

bench-linux

740913

402714

377814

584011

594108
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Table 4.5 Post-Copy: Times (ms) to Free Up Source for Different Network Bandwidths
(a) 1000 Mbps

Operating System

Guest O.S. on Dest

Guest O.S. not on Dest

HDD

SSD

HDD

SSD

Base Case

DSL

10915

7254

7158

8916

8796

stress-linux

12510

9536

8820

10935

10125

ubuntu-server

15732

13104

11501

14121

12647

bench-linux

13264

11149

9435

12003

11314

(b) 100 Mbps

Operating System

Guest O.S. on Dest

Guest O.S. not on Dest

HDD

SSD

HDD

SSD

Base Case

DSL

75932

60378

58241

65025

60104

stress-linux

80725

59632

55409

68990

65361

ubuntu-server

91351

61770

61273

80486

73179

bench-linux

89410

51356

50107

70910

68979

(c) 16 Mbps

Guest O.S. on Dest
Operating System

Guest O.S. not on Dest

Base Case
HDD

SSD

HDD

SSD

DSL

602325

395308

381501

490136

475136

stress-linux

610813

407181

389794

499520

478637

ubuntu-server

632091

430292

412280

522918

506182

bench-linux

610991

411044

403798

510311

493420
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Table 4.6 Impact of Guidance Mode - Avg. Migration and Response Times in ms
No Protocol

Without Guidance

With Guidance

Migration Time

29568

24993

19825

Response Time

200

160

130

Directory Server then informs the Source of the most suitable of these Destinations based
on page sharing between the two Hosts. In this case, a certain guarantee of quick migration
can be given.
To test the benefits of using the Guided Mode, a second set of experiments was run
with a realistic goal. In this experiment, instead of random migrations, pre-copy migrations
were performed with the goal of load balancing and PM consolidation. At any given
time, the current memory and CPU requirements of all the VMs are considered and new
placements of the VMs are deduced such that the least number of PMs are used, without
any overloads. In most cases, it is possible to move a VM to one of multiple PMs to achieve
the goal. Without using the Guided Mode, one of these PMs would be chosen at random.
However, the Guided Mode can aid this selection and reduce migration times and network
bandwidth used.
In addition to the setup mentioned before, the VMs ran RUBiS webservers [88]
following the NASA website trace [52] to demonstrate the effect on network usage and
degradation with a network bandwidth of 1000 Mbps. Every 2 hours new configurations
were calculated to achieve consolidation and load balancing based on the current VM loads.
Table 4.6 shows the average times to migrate for traditional pre-copy against the protocol
with and without Guided Mode. It also shows the average response times for the RUBiS
servers during migrations (the base average response time with sufficient bandwidth is 100
milliseconds).
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Figure 4.8 Pre-Copy: Time comparison in % of base case.

Figure 4.9 Post-Copy: Time to free source comparison in % of base case.
4.4

Discussions

The first set of experimental results show that using the protocol reduces the network
bandwidth used in pre-copy and the time for the Source machine to free up in case of
post-copy during live migration.
Figure 5.10 shows the improvements in pre-copy migration time using our protocol
versus using current live migration. It clearly demonstrates that when migrating a VM to a
physical machine that has another VM with the same O.S. and running similar applications,
the protocol reduces migration time by up to 40 - 45%.
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Figure 4.10 Average data over N/W during migration (MB) (For Post-Copy, lower portion
is for Pri. Src. while upper portion is for Sec. Src.).
Figure 4.9 shows the improvements in post-copy migration time using the protocol.
It demonstrates that when migrating a VM to a physical machine that has another VM with
the same O.S., the protocol allows the Source to be free 30% faster.
The improvements in migration times bear a direct relation to the amount of pages
transferred during migration, which in turn is dependent on the amount of pages that the
migrating VM shares with the Destination. If two Hosts have VMs with the same Guest
O.S., they have a lot of common pages by default. Even with the Push Phase, Hosts with
all different Guest O.S.s cannot achieve the same amount of common pages. This is why
the improvements over base case are greater when a VM is migrating to a Destination that
has another VM with the same Guest O.S. and running similar applications.
As is clear, the protocol introduced, in terms of time, works better as the network
bandwidth lowers. This is obvious since there is some local overhead involved in the
protocol during migrations. With high bandwidth networks like 1000 Mbps, this overhead
is more apparent than in the 16 Mbps network. The overhead mainly includes reading from
files. As was mentioned in the previous sections, the various files the protocol maintains are
sorted in certain ways that make accessing them and searching through them efficient. The
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steps could further be optimized to increase the efficiency of the protocol. Since most of the
local overhead is file I/O related, use of the faster SSD drives improves the performance.
The network bandwidth savings during migration however, are indifferent to the
speed of the network. Figure 4.10 shows the average amount of pages in MB transferred
over the network during VM migration for pre-copy and post-copy. It can be seen that the
protocol reduces network usage by 30% and 40% for pre-copy and post-copy, respectively.
The trade-off to the improvements is the Collection and Push phases, that require
some additional bandwidth periodically. These phases are performed during periods of low
network usage. It is important to note that there is more control over when these phases
are performed than when a live migration needs to be performed. Whether resources are
scarce or abundant during live migration is not pre-determined. Intuitively, the need to
perform live migration is indication of a load-balancing requirement or imminent machine
distress, which means scarcity of resources. On an average, due to the local and global
page significance, a Collection and Push phase transferred about 100 MB, which is just 2%
of a Host’s physical memory.
As mentioned before, the total additional storage required on a Host should at least
be the same as the total physical memory on the Host (in our case 4 GB).
Finally, for the second set of experiments, Figure 4.11 demonstrates the effect of
using the protocol to aid the selection of the Destination. The CDF is plotted for the
time required to complete the migration as a percentage of base case during the second
experiment set. It shows that with the protocol in Guided mode, 100% of the migrations
complete within 70% of the time of base case as opposed to Non-Guided Mode, where
40% of the migrations require 90% - 100% of base time to complete. Both cases however,
still perform better than not using the protocol at all.
Similarly, Figure 4.12 shows the response times for the VMs during migration. Using
the protocol with Guided Mode ensures that 80% of the response times stay within 140 ms
as opposed to not using the protocol where response times are as high as 220 ms.
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Figure 4.11 Migration Time CDF - with and without Guidance Mode.

Figure 4.12 Response Time CDF - with and without Guidance Mode.
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4.5

Summary

This chapter presented in detail a new live migration protocol that utilizes the commonality
of memory pages between VMs along with proactive pushing of significant pages, to help
avoid potential performance degradation of VMs during live migration. A prototype of this
protocol was implemented and real world loads run through it. The experimental results
show that using the protocol works towards the two goals of low network usage and fast
times during live migration. Further, the protocol can also be used to identify suitable
destination hosts from a cluster that can better achieve these goals.
The problems for both pre-copy and post-copy migrations were tackled. In case of
pre-copy live migration, the protocol helps reduce the number of memory pages transferred
during the actual migration and thus not only saves network bandwidth but also speeds up
the migration. For post-copy, which is less network intensive as is, the protocol further
reduces the network load and migration time. Besides, it allows the delegation of a
secondary source that reduces the duties of the original source. This allows the original
source to be free of the migration earlier than usual, without affecting the benefits of
post-copy migration.
A future addition to the protocol is integrating it in other hypervisors like Xen. Also,
a look-ahead mechanism could be added that predicts future times of low resource usage
and prepares the system in advance for the collection and distribution of pages.

CHAPTER 5
MEMORY POOLING FOR VIRTUAL MACHINES

This chapter discusses a remote memory sharing and management framework called
Autonomous Cluster-wide Elastic Memory (ACE-M).
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 presents the approach
to enable remote memory access at a per VM level and chose suitable remote providers
in the cluster. Section 5.2 details the design considerations and prototype for ACE-M.
Section 5.3 includes the experimental setup and elucidates the efficacy of ACE-M through
experiments. Section 5.4 includes comparative studies and discussions on a few aspects of
ACE-M. Section 5.5 summarizes and concludes the chapter.

5.1

The Approach

Figure 5.1 depicts an overview of ACE-M. From the point of view of individual PMs, the
approach works in three periodical phases marked by the labels 1, 2a, 2b, and 3 in the
figure. In the first phase, a PM uses prediction mechanisms to predict future behavior
(memory, network, block usages) of its resident VMs based on their historical usages. It
then analyzes the future requirements to decide whether it can sustain the VMs’ memory
needs. Once the PM decides that the VMs need more memory than locally available, the
second phase begins. The PM broadcasts the total amount of memory a VM needs and the
amount it can provide to all the PMs in the cluster. PMs that receive this request check their
memory and network requirements during the time requested, and if possible, either offer
to migrate the VM to themselves, or offer the additionally required memory. In the third
phase, the original PM chooses one of these PMs to either migrate the VM (preferable), or
attach the VM to the remote PM for additional memory.
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Figure 5.1 ACE-M overview.
The ACE-M framework is therefore composed of three modules or subsystems:
Prediction, Decision, and Remote Memory. The algorithm below depicts the pseudo-code
for the various modules. Detailed descriptions of the modules follow next.

Prediction Module:
for each VM do
V Mmem ← Memory Prediction for t mins
V Mnet ← Network Prediction for t mins
end for
Calculate PMmem , PMnet , PMblk

Decision Module A (Requesting PM):
for each VM do
//Enough local memory available?
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if PMmem < V Mmem then
broadcast request
end if
end for

if PMx offered to migrate then
migrate VM to PMx
else
if PMx offered to provide then
call Remote Memory Module(VM, provider)
end if
end if

Remote Memory Module:
Create nbd RAMDISK on provider
Attach nbd as swap device to VM
Remove other swap devices for VM

Decision Module B (Possible Provider PM):
//Enough local memory on PMx available?
if PMxmem > V Mmem then
Offer to Migrate V M to PMx
end if

//Enough resources to provide remote memory?
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V Mmemreq ← V Mmem − HOSTmem
V Mnetreq ← V Mnetreq +V Mrnr
if PMxmem > V Mmemreq and PMxnet > V Mnetreq then
Offer to provide remote memory
end if

5.2

System Design

A prototype of ACE-M was built by modifying Linux Kernel 3.16.6 and using KVM and
QEMU. This section shall take a closer look at the design specifications for each of the
three modules and especially, the modifications required in the Linux Kernel.

5.2.1

Prediction Module

The aim of the Prediction Module is to periodically collect statistics for memory and
network. It then uses this history and predicts the future value for both resource usages
for the VMs for time t. The time t depends on the accuracy of the prediction mechanism
used. The average values over t are taken as the required usage for each resource, for
each VM. Since all the predictions are made at a per VM level, the calculated statistics are
not marred by external factors like network usage due to remote memory accesses. This is
important since network usage due to remote memory is one of the parameters that needs to
be optimized by ACE-M and hence should not affect any decisions. Additionally, the future
resource usages for each PM are calculated by adding up the usages of all the VMs residing
in that PM as well as the required usages for any VMs the PM might be providing for. While
any suitable existing prediction mechanism like Markov Chains, Bayesian, Histograms,
etc. can be used, ACE-M uses a prediction mechanism based on Chaos Theory. Details of
Chaos Theory based predictions for VMs are the same as described in Chapter 3.
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Once the future values for the resources have been predicted, the averages of these
values are provided to the Decision Module.

5.2.2

Decision Module

The Decision Module consists of two parts (A and B), one from the point of view of the
PM requesting additional memory, and the other from the point of view the PM analyzing
this request.
Based on the predictions received from the Prediction Module, a PM needs to check
a number of scenarios. First it checks for each VM’s memory and network prediction, if
in the next t minutes, enough local memory and network bandwidth are available. If it is,
nothing needs to be done for that VM. In case that is not possible, the PM broadcasts a
message to all the PMs in the cluster, specifying the amount of memory the VM needs,
the amount of memory that the PM itself can provide, and the duration t for which the
additional memory is required. It then waits for offers from other PMs.
A PM that receives the broadcast request (PMx) has to make a decision whether it
can fully or partially support the VM. It first checks based on its own predictions for t,
if enough local memory and network is available to accommodate the VM for the next t
minutes. If it can, it immediately sends a migration offer to the requesting PM. In case this
is not possible, the PMx checks to see if it can provide the additional memory required by
the VM (i.e. total memory VM needs less memory available on original PM) for the next
t minutes. At this point PMx also checks to see if it will have enough network bandwidth
during the next t minutes to support the additional network overhead of remote memory.
To account for this, every VM has an associated ‘remote network requirement’ (V Mrnr ).
The V Mrnr value is maintained by the host PM and dynamically keeps track of the average
network usage per MB of remote memory used by the VM. It starts of with a value of 1
(implying it requires 1 MBps per remote MB) and as the VM actually uses remote memory,
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the value is updated. If PMx can satisfy the required conditions, PMx sends a provider offer
to the original VM. Otherwise, PMx does not need to respond.
When the original PM receives the offers from other PMs, it needs to choose an offer
to take up. If one of the PMs has offered to migrate the VM, this migration is performed,
and that PM’s future memory values are updated accordingly to incorporate the new VM.
If this is not possible, the PM chooses one of the PMs that have offered to provide remote
memory and calls the Remote Memory Module for the VM and the provider PM. The
provider PM’s future memory and network usages are updated accordingly. Finally, if the
PM does not receive any offer from the other PMs by the time the memory is required, it
falls back to disk swapping for that VM.

5.2.3

Remote Memory Module

ACE-M utilizes the swap functionality of the kernel along with Network Block Devices
(NBD) to implement its Remote Memory Subsystem. In order to overcome the lack of
granularity when using swap, some modifications are required in the PM’s kernel code.
Specifically, the get swap page function of the Linux kernel where swap device priorities
are checked is modified. Instead of choosing a swap device with the highest priority, the
modified code chooses a swap device with priority equal to current processes’ pid. This
implies that multiple swap devices can be attached to the kernel, and each process can
associate one or more swap devices with itself.
Figure 5.2 depicts the Remote Memory Subsystem used in ACE-M. Each VM, which
is in essence a process, has an associated swap device. This swap device could be a Network
Block Device (NBD), or the HDD. In case of an NBD, the NBD corresponds to a RAMDisk
in a remote machine. This ensures that all data stored in the NBD is stored in the physical
memory of the remote machine. To associate a device with a VM, the device is inserted in
the VM’s host PM as a swap device with PRIORITY=VM.PID (swapon -p PID NBD).
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Figure 5.2 The remote memory subsystem.

Figure 5.3 Remote Memory - Transition between different modes.

When a VM needs to swap out memory, the modified kernel code checks for a swap
device with PRIORITY=VM.PID. If no such device exists, swapping is done to the default
swap device (HDD).
Cgroups are used to restrict the physical memory available to a VM, if required. In
combination, these two settings allow a VM to access a certain amount of memory from
physical memory and the rest from either a remote physical memory, or disk.
The various transitions between different swap modes are shown in Figure 5.3 and
discussed below.
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Physical Memory to Remote Memory: To transition a VM currently accessing all
physical memory to remote memory is straightforward. A new NBD is created on a remote
machine. It is associated to the VM as explained above. A new cgroup is created to restrict
local physical memory to the desired amount. The VM is added to the cgroup.
Physical Memory to Disk Swap: To transition a VM currently accessing all physical
memory to disk swap is similar. No new swap device is created. A new cgroup is created
to restrict local physical memory to the desired amount. The VM is added to the cgroup.
Remote Memory to Disk Swap: NBD swap device is disabled with swapoff
Remote Memory to Physical Memory: A new cgroup is created to give the required
physical memory access to the VM. The NBD remote swap is then disabled using swapoff.
Disk Swap to Remote Memory: A new NBD is created on a remote machine. It is
associated to the VM as explained above. A new cgroup is created to restrict local physical
memory to the desired amount. The VM is added to the cgroup.

5.3

Experimental Results and Evaluations

To test the efficacy of ACE-M, a test bed cluster was setup with 16 PMs, each with 4 GB
RAM, i-3 processors and 1 Gbps network. Each PM ran Ubuntu 13.10. KVM with QEMU
1.0.0 and libvirt 0.9.8 was used as the hypervisor. A total of 64 VMs were instantiated
in this cluster implying 4 VMs per PM. Each VM was created with 7 GB RAM and ran
a flavor of Ubuntu Server 12.04. The cluster included both Hard Disk Drives (HDD) and
Solid State Drives (SSD) for swapping comparisons.
Experiments were performed to test the framework on two different aspects. First, the
remote memory subsystem employed by ACE-M was compared against HDD swapping,
SSD swapping, and an implementation of Hecatonchire. Second, the framework as a whole
was evaluated for various real world memory intensive and network intensive loads against
making no predictions, and predicting memory only.
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Figure 5.4 Performance degradation in log scale - Intel LINPACK.

Figure 5.5 Performance degradation in log scale - NASPB-IS.
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Table 5.1 Comparison of Time to Complete for Different Schemes with Varying Memory
Splits - Intel LINPACK
Total Memory

Memory Split

Time to Complete (seconds)

Base Time (s)
Needed (GB)
1.5

2.0

3.5

5.3.1

Local/ Remote

ACE-M Remote

VR Swap

HDD

SSD

Hecatonchire

1.0/0.5

259

247

1864

211

176

0.5/1.0

331

305

3129

264

220

1.5/0.5

364

322

5583

351

293

1.0/1.0

500

448

8215

469

333

0.5/1.5

634

579

12864

520

422

3.0/0.5

407

372

7174

421

351

2.5/1.0

530

495

10100

549

458

2.0/1.5

813

762

17290

803

542

122

280

327

4

431

3.5/0.5

718

693

9017

712

NA

4.5

573

3.5/1.0

982

824

29574

965

NA

5

658

3.5/1.5

1275

1189

NA

1210

NA

Remote Memory Module Evaluation

In the first set of experiments, ACE-M’s remote memory subsystem is compared against
HDD and SSD swap schemes as well as Hecatonchire with soft-iWARP [95]. To analyze
any overheads due to the modified priority code in the kernel, swap comparisons are also
made against ‘vanilla remote swap’ (VR Swap), which is remote swap without per-VM
granularity. This provides a reference for the performance overhead involved in remote
memory accessing. Further, the impact of available network bandwidth is evaluated for
ACE-M’s remote memory subsystem.
Each VM in this evaluation was started with 7 GB of RAM. The Intel LINPACK [93]
and NASA Parallel Benchmark Integer Sort (NASPB-IS) [94] were run inside the VMs
with varying amounts of memory requirements - 1.5, 2.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, and 5 GB. The base
case is obtained by ensuring enough local physical memory to meet the VM requirements.
For the other cases, the locally available physical memory was restricted using cgroups,
thus forcing the kernel to perform swaps.
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(a) Intel LINPACK.

(b) NASPB-IS.

Figure 5.6 Time to complete vs available bandwidth.
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Table 5.2 Comparison of Time to Complete for Different Schemes with Varying Memory
Splits - NASPB-IS
Total Memory

Memory Split

Time to Complete (seconds)

Base Time (s)
Needed (GB)
1.5

2.0

3.5

Local/ Remote

ACE-M Remote

VR Swap

HDD

SSD

Hecatonchire

1.0/0.5

540

528

2088

548

271

0.5/1.0

613

572

4780

601

301

1.5/0.5

659

603

5827

632

372

1.0/1.0

723

651

10462

716

416

0.5/1.5

851

790

14116

872

508

3.0/0.5

795

769

9176

788

452

2.5/1.0

902

885

13634

923

492

2.0/1.5

1204

1134

20523

1230

603

210

330

424

4

576

3.5/0.5

1501

1455

11235

1494

NA

4.5

781

3.5/1.0

1975

1843

35794

1867

NA

5

1018

3.5/1.5

2789

2566

NA

2732

NA

Table 5.1 shows the comparison of all five schemes for different memory requirements
in terms of the time required in seconds to complete one run of the Intel LINPACK
benchmark. Similarly, Table 5.2 shows the comparisons for the NASPB-IS. Within each
memory requirement the various schemes were tested under different restrictions of locally
available memory (denoted by the left side of Memory Split). The values marked ‘NA’
for Hecatonchire failed to be instantiated in the prototype available. For HDD, the values
marked ‘NA’ did not complete within any reasonable time (10+ hours). Clearly, compared
to the vanilla remote swap, the kernel additions to ACE-M’s remote memory subsystem
add some minor overhead.
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the Performance Degradation Factor (DF) to complete
one NASPB-IS and LINPACK benchmark for HDD swap, SSD swap, ACE-M’s Remote
Memory, and Hecatonchire, respectively, plotted in the log scale for easy comparison. The
DF is defined as

DF = Actualtime/Basetime

(5.1)
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Figure 5.7 MSE comparison for Chaos Theory vs Markov Chains predictions.
It is evident that any method used for remote memory underperforms compared to
all memory being available in physical memory. On average ACE-M’s remote memory
subsystem shows a DF of 4 as opposed to swapping to HDD which has an average DF
of 30. It can be seen that ACE-M’s Remote Memory outperforms HDD swapping by
an order of magnitude. ACE-M is less efficient than Hecatonchire (average DF 2) as
expected, but that is the trade-off for applying no modifications to the hypervisor. Similarly,
SSD swapping performs almost the same as remote memory in general. However, SSDs
involve the installation of new hardware in the cluster which may not be always feasible.
As the amount of available physical memory reduces and remote memory used increases,
performance degradation increases. This relationship reinforces the hypothesis that remote
memory is necessary to make large memory processing of VMs practical, which otherwise
would default to HDD swapping.
To test the network bandwidth impact on performance via remote memory, the
available bandwidth on the network link between the provider and requester was systematically and actually reduced, again for various splits of local and remote memory. For
ACE-M’s Remote Memory, Figures 5.6a and 5.6b show the increase in time to complete
NASPB-IS and LINPACK as the available network bandwidth reduces for various splits of
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local and remote memory. From the graph it is clear that network bandwidth is one of the
bottlenecks that degrades performance of the VM using remote memory.
The observation implies that it is necessary to consider both memory and network
utilization before allocating remote memory to a VM.

5.3.2

Prediction Module Evaluation

ACE-M’s prediction module is built on the Chaos Theory based mechanisms described in
Chapter 3 [64]. Predictions on memory and network are made every 10 minutes for the next
10 minutes. As demonstrated, the prediction mechanism predicts real world load traces
(Google Cluster Traces [50], and NASA [52], Clarknet [87], and Worldcup [53] websites)
with an accuracy of about 0.005 Mean Square Error (MSE). Figure 5.7 shows a comparison
of MSE for Chaos Theory based predictions against Markov Chains with Wavelets (MWC)
and Fourier Transform with Sliding Windows (FFT w. SW) for a number of different
workloads. Chaos theory based predictions outperform MWC that has an average MSE of
0.01 as well as FFT w. SW that has an average MSE of 0.03.

5.3.3

Decision Module Evaluation

A set of experiments is performed to demonstrate the behavior of the cluster under a mix
of various memory intensive and network intensive, real world loads. To demonstrate
network usage the load patterns were based on trace-data collected from NASA’s website
[52], Clarknet Data [87], and the Worldcup website [53] over maximum 2 months. For
the memory usage Google Cluster Data Trace [50] over 29 days was used. The data was
scaled-down so that it fit within 2 weeks.
For the Google Cluster Data, memory traces for 150 random machines were
separated from the total 12k machine traces available. For each machine, the sum of the
usages of all the tasks at each time instant was used as the load value. Since the Google
traces do not specify the actual amounts of memory being used, the maximum usage value
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Figure 5.8 Cumulative distribution of workload memory size.
was chosen to be 5 GB and all other values were scaled accordingly. Since all analysis
done is relative, without loss of generality, this value was chosen according to the scale of
the test-bed cluster.
The NASA, Clarknet and Worldcup traces with sampling rates of 1 minute were used
to drive RUBiS web servers (PHP) [88]. Similarly, the Google Data Traces with sampling
rates of 5 minutes were used to drive NASPB-IS and Intel LINPACK.
Half of the VMs (32) were driven by the memory intensive Google traces, while the
other half were driven by the network intensive Clarknet, NASA website, and Worldcup
website traces. For perspective on the memory size of workloads at each instant during the
entire experiment, Figure 5.8 shows the average cumulative distribution of all the workload
memory sizes in MB for the memory intensive VMs. It can be seen that about 50% of the
times, workloads required 2.5 GB or more memory to complete. Since each PM has 4 GB
of RAM installed, it should be noted that workloads with sizes more than 3.5 GB (about
20% of the times) definitely required remote memory usage.
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(a) Google Trace - VMs out of 64 with workload > 3.5 GB.

(b) RUBiS - Avg. network usage for single VM (Mbps).

Figure 5.9 Base case.

To provide a base reference, the cluster was setup and the experiment performed
for each VM one at a time with added RAM to ensure enough local memory availability.
Figure 5.9a shows the average number of Google Trace VMs per hour that had workloads
requiring more than 3.5 GB of memory over the run of the entire experiment. About 6 VMs
every hour belonged to this category. These workloads wouldn’t have completed without
swapping to disk or remote memory. On an average during the experiment, at any given
time the total memory required in the cluster for all 64 VMs was about 60 GB. Figure
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Figure 5.10 Performance Degradation Factor comparison for various workload sizes.
5.9b shows the average hourly network usage in Mbps for each of the VMs running the
RUBiS servers over the entire run. The average response time for the RUBiS servers, given
sufficient bandwidth was 100 ms.
ACE-M was then setup and run for the entire cluster over 2 weeks, with the data
traces and benchmarking tools mentioned before. In the first run, no predictions were
made and decisions were based on the average of memory usage in the last 10 minutes.
The experiment was then repeated with the exact same setup again. This time,
predictions were made but decisions were taken based only on the memory predictions
taken 10 minutes into the future. Finally, the experiment was repeated again with full
ACE-M and decisions were based both on the memory and network usage predictions.
Figure 5.10 shows the average DF to complete the benchmarks separated by the size
of the workloads. It is clear that during the entire experiment run ACE-M outperforms
making no predictions and making memory predictions only. This performance difference
is amplified for instances of larger workload sizes. On an average ACE-M demonstrates DF
of 4 as opposed to DF of 16 when predictions are not used which is a 4 times improvement
or a 75% reduction in DF.
Figure 5.11 shows the average response times for the RUBiS servers. ACE-M has a
40% lower average response time (150 ms) compared to the other two experiments (250
ms without prediction and with memory predictions only).
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Figure 5.11 Average response time comparison.
5.4

Discussions

The experiments in the previous section demonstrated that by predicting memory and
network usage of the VMs and by utilizing this information to make remote memory
allocation decisions, the performance degradation of the participating VM as well as other
VMs in the cluster can be controlled.
A comparison of Figures 5.9 and 5.10 shows an improvement in performance by
simply allowing remote memory access. Specifically, all the VMs in 5.9a are load runs that
would not even complete without remote or disk swapping. In contrast, predicting at least
memory loads and utilizing them, steeply improves the performance while also allowing
all loads to complete. However, since network usage predictions are not used, the response
times for the RUBiS servers still peak often as seen in Figure 5.11. Finally, ACE-M, which
utilizes both memory and network predictions demonstrates stable performance as well as
improves the response times for the RUBiS servers.
An interesting observation from Figure 5.10 is the impact of network predictions on
smaller workload sizes. Since most of the workloads requiring less than 2 GB of memory
could be accommodated completely on a single PM somewhere in the cluster, they typically
did not require remote memory. They were simply migrated to a relatively free PM. Hence,
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(a) No predictions.

(b) With predictions.

Figure 5.12 Google trace - PMs with memory overload over time.
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their behavior with or without network predictions is similar. On the contrary, as the
workload size increases beyond 2 GB, remote memory requirements become necessary,
and predicting both network and memory outperforms predicting memory alone.
The results obtained can be explained more clearly by Figures 5.12a and 5.12b. These
figures show the number of PMs over the experiment run that were overloaded on memory.
It can be seen that without any predictions being made, on an average 6 PMs encounter
memory overloads. As opposed to this, using ACE-M with predictions keeps the average
number of PMs with memory overloads down to about 2. This information in itself still
does not provide a complete picture since it does not depict the amount of memory overload
for each overloaded PM. For the experiments, the amount of memory overload without
prediction is about 400 MB on an average. Compared to this, memory overloads with
prediction stay at about 100 MB on an average. Thus, using predictions not only reduces
the average number of PMs experiencing memory overload, but also reduces the extent of
each PM’s memory overload.
Figure 5.13 summarizes the improvements achieved when using ACE-M. Without
any predictions, the performance degradation factor for the 99th percentile is above 30.
With only memory predictions, a sudden steep improvement is seen with a maximum
performance degradation factor of about 18. With ACE-M, that also predicts network
usage, there is further improvement as the performance degradation factor is 10 at most.
Since hard-disk swap contributes most to the performance degradation, ensuring available
remote memory using prediction is most important. The impact of network overload is
comparatively less than disk-swap. Thus, predictions on network and ensuring sufficient
network bandwidth offers some improvement.
It may be argued that current networks offer substantially high bandwidths up to 40
Gbps. However, as mentioned before, it is not the theoretical maximum network bandwidth
that is important, but rather the currently available network bandwidth. Networks with high
bandwidths may still overload due to network-based applications and VMs running in the
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Figure 5.13 Cumulative distribution of performance with and without prediction.

Figure 5.14 Cumulative distribution of response times with and without prediction.
cluster, as shown in the experiments. ACE-M also makes no assumption of the network
bandwidth and works similarly with any network speeds.
Figure 5.14 demonstrates the degradation in response times for the various schemes.
Again, utilizing both memory and network predictions with ACE-M is considerably more
efficient than no predictions or memory predictions only. A slight improvement in response
times can be observed when making memory predictions only. This can be attributed
to VMs with smaller size workloads being correctly migrated to PMs with enough free
memory, thus not requiring any remote memory. Overall, the graph shows that for the 99th
percentile ACE-M achieves a faster response time of about 190 ms as opposed to 320 ms
when no predictions are made.

5.5

Summary

In this chapter, we presented the ACE-M framework that allows VMs to dynamically
utilize large amounts of memory across the entire cluster with minimum degradation of
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the cluster. Using this remote memory enables the VMs to run applications requiring more
memory than physically available on a single host, where such applications would have
been impractical and taken a prohibitively long time to compute otherwise.
It was demonstrated that choosing suitable remote memory configurations in the
cluster is not trivial and requires preemptive analysis of the cluster’s memory and network
behavior, which is missing in current remote memory solutions. ACE-M uses Chaos
Theory based prediction mechanisms to preempt memory and network requirements, and
chooses suitable PMs in the cluster to provide any additional memory needed. This
intelligent configuration minimizes the performance degradation of the cluster from the
point of view of both memory and network overloads. Through the framework we also
introduced a new software based remote memory subsystem that is hypervisor agnostic
and allows a per-VM granularity.
Extensive cluster-wide experiments with real world data traces showed that simply
predicting memory usage can reduce memory performance degradation of the cluster by
about 55%. ACE-M further reduces the memory performance degradation by about 75%
and achieves a 40% lower network response time by utilizing both memory and network
predictions.
Further experiments also indicated that ACE-M’s built-in remote memory subsystem
is comparable to other software based remote memory mechanisms while mitigating
problems associated with them such as granularity and dynamic provider switching. The
subsystem was shown to perform up to 7 times better than traditional disk swapping.
While for the experimental analysis in this thesis, ACE-M was tested with KVM,
the framework and the associated remote memory subsystem can be applied without any
modifications to other hypervisors such as Xen. As a future addition to ACE-M, block I/O
usage prediction can be added to take a more informed decision between remote memory
and disk swapping.

CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1

Conclusions

In the preceding chapters, various advantages, challenges, and promising features of clouds
were discussed. It was observed that innovations in virtualization technologies lead to new
features and possibilities in the cloud. Three such enabling technologies were identified in
particular - load prediction and consolidation, live migration, and memory management.
Prototypes were built for the proposed methods and their efficacy was demonstrated
through real world data-center load traces on a test cluster.
A new VM resource load prediction mechanism based on Chaos Theory was
introduced that makes predictions of server workloads with mean square errors as low
as 0.004. Based on these predictions, VMs are relocated to different PMs in the cluster
in an attempt to conserve energy. Using this framework energy savings of upto 40% were
demonstrated with low SLO violations of 3%. This framework was compared to a currently
popular prediction tool based on the Fast Fourier Transform, as well as an implementation
using Wavelets with Markov Chains.
A new distributed approach for network-efficient, amortized live migration of VMs
was presented. This was designed to attain the goals of network bandwidth conservation
and fast live migration times to reduce possible VM performance degradation during live
migration. As a result of this protocol network bandwidth savings of upto 40% were
observed during live migration. Also, migration times were seen to reduce by 45%.
Finally, a novel memory management protocol was discussed that enables VMs to
share and utilize all the memory available in the cluster, rather than being restricted to
the memory available at the host PM. Through experiments it was demonstrated that by
predicting memory usage of the VMs, memory performance degradation of the cluster
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could be reduced by about 55%. Further reductions by about 75% and a 40% lower network
response time can be achieved by utilizing both memory and network predictions.

6.2

Contributions

To summarize, the main contributions of this thesis are:
1. Chaos Theory based VM load prediction mechanism
2. VM consolidation framework to repurpose lightly used machines
3. Distributed live migration of VMs for network efficiency
4. Remote memory based management framework for practical large memory computations

6.3

Future Work

Future work will include applying a Game Theory based approach to the memory sharing
and pooling protocol. Several kernel level modifications are being currently tested to ensure
efficient remote swapping. Experimental evaluations will be performed to determine any
improvements over Chaos Theory.
Further, a comparative study of various mathematical transforms like the Wigner
Transform to the problem of VM load prediction will be performed. Additionally, all the
proposed innovations will be incorporated into KVM.
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